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ABSTRACT 
The fundamental link between prespectral measures and 
Banach function spaces is to be found in a theorem of 
T.A.Gillespie which relates cyclic spaces isornorphically 
to certain Banach function spaces. We obtain here an 
extension of this result to the wider class of precyclic 
spaces. 
We then consider the properties of weak sequential 
completeness and reflexivity in Banach function spaces: 
necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained which in 
turn, via the afore-mentioned isomorphisms., both extend 
and simplify analogously formulated existing results for 
cyclic spaces. 
Finally the concept of a homomorphism between pairs of 
Banach function spaces is examined.The class of such 
mappings is determined and a complete description obtained 
in the form of a (unique) disjoint sum of two mappings, 
one of which is always an isomorphism and the other of 
which is arbitrary in a certain sense, or null.It is 
shown moreover that the isomorphic component itself is 
composed of two other isomorphisms in a manner analogous 
to the geometrical composition of a rotation and a 
dilatation. 	. 	 S 
a 
Ne la cherchez plus puisqu'élle est partie 
Ii l'a appeThe et elle a dit oui, 
Ne la cherchez plus car elle a suivi 
Celui qui un jour lui a souri... 
Mais au loin dans le vent, coutez cette voix 
Chanter un.printemps d'amour et de joie... 
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PREFACE 
The theory of normed vector lattices of functions was in-
itiated in the thirties by G.Köthe, then pursued by sev- 
eral others, most notably by Toeplitz. These function 
lattices became known as normed Köthe spaces, or also, 
when their norm is complete, as Banach function spaces. 
The theory was properly established and standardised by 
A.C. Zaanen and W.A.J. Luxemburg who produced a series of 
very detailed papers entitled "Notes on Banach function 
spaces" in Proc. Acad. Sci. Amsterdam and Indagationes 
Mathematicaé. This extensive material was later distilled 
into the succinct and attractive theory rendered in [Z], 
§ 63-73. 
The fundamental link between Banach function spaces and 
• • 	prespectral measures was made by T.A. Gillespie in 1978 
when a Representation Theorem for cyclic spaces was ob-
tained in terms of certain Banach function spaces. This 
theorem, as one might expect, will be exploited quite con-.. 
siderably in this thesis. Indeed after Chapter I which 
summarises the background notions pertinent to the fol- 
lowing chapters, we begin, in Chapter II, by extending 
the theorem to yield a representation for the wider class 
of precyclic spaces. 
• 	The impulse for Chapter III came from.two papers by 
L. Tzafriri ([T 1 }, [T 2 ]) where necessary and sufficient 
• conditions for weak sequential completeness andforre-
flexivity of cyclic spaces are discussed. The important 
• results are proved again here differently and more con- 
• 	cretëly by invoking the representation theorems and work- 
ing within function spaces. In the process they are ex-
tended as well as simplified. 
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In Chapter IV which pertains essentially only to Banach 
function space theory, the object was to explore the con-
cept of a homomorphic relation between Banach function 
spaces. The literature appears to have a gap in this area, 
beyond the mere application of Riesz homomorphism theory 
to this subclass of Riesz spaces. Riesz spaces in general 
are not endowed with a norm and it was found that the 
function norm, by its monotonicity, forces any pair of 
Riesz (i.e. lattice-) homomorphic Banach function spaces 
to be homomorphic-in a given sense in the norm topology. 
Moreover it turns out that every Riesz homomorphism of 
one Banach function space onto another arises as the re-
striction to the former space of a unique surjective 
Riesz homomorphism between the respective parent spaces 
of measurable functions. We show that this always con-
sists of two uniquely defined disjoint components,one of 
which is injective (and consequently an isomorphism on 
its domain) and continuous in the order topology, whilst 
the other is nowhere injective and everywhere discontinu-
ous in this topology, unless it vanishes. - It is also 
shown that the isomorphic component has a strongly geo-
metric character in that it is composed of two isomor-
phisms in a manner analogous to the Euclidean composi-
tion - of a rotation and a dilatation. 
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS. 
In this chapter, we present a brief account, in two 
independent sections, of the elementary properties of 
prespectral measures and of Banach function spaces, as 
far as is relevant to the rest of this thesis. A 
comprehensive account can be found for § 1 in [DS 2 1 and 
for § 2 in [ z ]. 
We begin by giving some notation, for the most part 
standard. 
If X is a Banach space, X* will denote its Banach dual 
space and B(X) will denote the set of bounded linear 
operators on X. When x € X and p € X*, <x, p>  will 
denote the value of the functional '.p at the point x. 
All spaces will be over C unless otherwise specified. 
The symbol 11-11 will always denote the usual norm on 
any given space, e.g. if ,p € X*, 1111 will mean the dual 
norm of cp, when no confusion arises from this 
convention. 
If (Q, E, i) is a measure space, L1(i)and L co 	will 
denote respectively the usual spaces of (equivalence 
classes of) p-integrable and si-essentially bounded 
functions defined on 2. 
The linear span of elements x1 , X i,.., will be denoted 
by lin 	 and their closed linear span by 
rrii CX1 , 
The symbols v, A will denote lattice supremum and 
infimum respectively. 
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§ 1. Prespectral and spectral measures. 
Let X be a Banach space. 
1.1 Definitions. A Boolean algebra of projections 8 
on X is a commutative subset of B(X) such that 
P 2p (P€8) 
0 € 8 
ifP€B then l-PE8 (where listhe 
identity operator on X), 
if P, QE 8 then P v Q = P + Q - PQ € 8 and 
P A Q = PQ € B. 
A Boolean algebra of projections 8 is called bounded if 
there is a real constant K with lIP!! < K (P € 8). 
The Boolean algebra 8 is said to.be abstractly a-complete 
if each sequence in 8 has a greatest lower bound and a 
least upper bound in 8; 8 is said to be a-complete if it 
is abstractly a-complete and if for every sequence {P} 
in 8, 
(VPn)X=II{P nX : n1,2,...} 
A P.)X = (' {PX : n = 
1.2 LEMMA ([Ds2],XVII.3.3). If a Boolean algebra of 
projections is abstractly a-complete, then it is bounded. 
1.3 LEMMA ([DS2],XVII. 3 . 11 ). The restriction of a a-
complete Boolean algebra of projections to an invariant 
subspace is a-complete. 
A subset r of X* is called total whenever y € X and 
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(y, p)= 0 for all p € r together imply that y = 0. 
1.4 Definition. A prespectral measure of class (E, r) 
with values in B(X) is a mapping E(.). from some o-
algebra E of subsets of an arbitrary set Q into a 
Boolean algebra of projections on X, satisfying the 
following conditions for all 6, 61, 62 € E: 
E(61) + 	= E(61 U 6 2) + 
E(6 1 )E(62) = E(61 fl 62); 
E(s) = I; 
I)E(6)1 < K for some constant K > 0; 
if r = { p € X : <E(.)x, p> is a countably 
additive complex measure on E for every x € X}, then 
r is a total linear subspace of X'. 
A spectral measure in B(X) is a prespectral measure of 
class (E, X*). It can be shown that a prespectral 
measure in B(X) is spectral if and only if it is 
strongly countably additive. 
1.5 LEMMA ([DS2],XVII.3.10). Let 8 be a Boolean algebra 
of projections on X. Then B is a-complete if and only if 
B is the range of a spectral measure defined on a a-
field of subsets of a compact space. 
§ 2. Banach function spaces. 
Let E be a a-algebra of subsets of a non-empty set Q and 
let 4 be a a-finite measure defined on (, E). Let 
(resp. M) denote the set of all complex-valued (resp. 
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non-negative extended-real-valued) measurable functions 
defined onQ. 
Note: a function in M (resp. M) will be called 
measurable if the inverse image of every Borel subset 
of Q (resp. [0, Go]) belongs to E. Although this differs 
slightly from the definition of measurability in [z 1, 
which is our principal source for the theory of Banach 
function spaces, the difference is of little consequence 
and the theory developed in [Z ] applies here entirely. 
Elements of M (resp. M) which agree p-a.e. are 
identified and we shall not normally distinguish between 
a function f and the equivalence class of functions that 
are equal to f a.e. This means, in particular, that the 
support of f is defined only up to a p-null set. Thus, 
in fact, any two elements of E whose symmetric difference 
is a p-null set could essentially be identified and we 
shall not require to make a formal distinction between 
the a-algebra E and its measure algebra E/N,where N 
denotes the collection of p-null sets. (See for instance 
Theorem 11.5.) 
2.1 Notation and terminology. 
Ci) The characteristic function of a set a will be 
denoted by Xa• 
If a E Z and L is any subset of M, then XaL  will 
denote 	: f € L}. 
If f € MV, supp f = {x € c : f(x) 76 01 and if 
f € M, {f < n} 	{x € Q : f(x) < n}, etc. (defined up 
to a p-null set). 
If A € E (n = 1,2,...),we shall write An + A to 
mean that A c A for each n and XA  + XA  p-a.e. as n -'- Go • 
It is easily shown (by a measure-theoretic argument) 
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that whenever we have A + A and A + A (A n , AA € E; 
n = 1,2,...) then 
AflA+A 
When a simple measurable function is expressed in 
the form 	aiX 6 	this will always mean that the 
scalars ai are distinct and the sets 6 i are pairwise 
disjoint (i = 
Two functions are called mutually disjoint when-
ever their supports intersect only in a null set; if L 
is a subset of M., the function f € M 1 I is called dis-
joint to L if fg = 0 a.e. for every g € L. 
When referring to functions in M, "a.e." will always 
mean 1J-a.e. unless otherwise indicated. 
The remainder of this section provides an outline of 
the theory of Banach function spaces. Proofs and further 
detail may be found in [ Z ], §§ 63-73. 
2.2 Function norms. 
A function norm on (c, Z, i)is a mapping p 	+ 10, co] 
such that for all f, g € 	and all a € [0, co[, 
p(f + g) < p(f) + p(g); 
p(af) = 
 p(f) < 	p(g) whenever f < g a.e.; 
 p(f) = 0 if and only if f = 0 a.e. 
Setting p(f) = p(If I) for f € M, we define the normed 
Köthe space 
L = {f € 	p(f) < co} 
S 
When L is norm complete, it is known as the Banach 
function space derived from p. 
2.3 Properties of function norms. 
p is called saturated if, whenever a C E and 
ij(a) > 0, there exists a' c a with 0 < P ( X a t ) < . 
We shall always, for convenience, make the assumption 
that p is a saturated norm: this assumption is 
equivalent to simply deleting from Q a maximal p-purely 
infinite set, i.e. a maximal set 5 such that for every 
f € L 1 fX 6 = 0 a.e. In this situation we can, and shall 
frequently, invoke the Exhaustion Theorem ([Z ], 
Theorem 67.3): this measure-theoretic result has 
important consequences for our work, most notably the 
following: 
if p is a saturated function norm based on 
(c, E, i) and if a € E, then there exists in 
E a sequence an t a with P(Xa) < CO (fl. = 1,2,...). 
The function norm p has the Riesz-Fischer property 
if, whenever f1 € 	(i = 1,2 .... )  and 
11 
CO 	 CO 
p(f) < 00 then p( 	f) < 	. 
p has the weak Fatou property if it follows from 
0 < u 1 < u2 < ... + u a.e., with each u € 	and 
sup p(u) < , that p(u) < . 
n 
p has the Fatou property if it follows from 
0 < U 1 < u2 < ... t u a.e., with each u € M, that 
P(U) = Sup P(un ). 
The Riesz-Fischer property is equivalent to completeness 
of the normed space L (E Z1, 64.2), and properties 
(ii) - (iv) are listed in increasing order of strength, 
i.e. (iv) 	(iii) 	(ii) Cf Z ], 65.1). 
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2.4 The Associate Norms. 
For each f E M, define 
p' (f) = sup {f fg dii : g E M, p(g) < 11 
It is easily checked that p' satisfies conditions (I) - 
(iii) of 2.2, so is a function seminorm. If p is 
saturated, then p' also satisfies condition (iv), and 
is then called the associate norm of p. With some more 
work it can also be shown that p' is saturated ([Z ], 
§ 69). Instead of L 1 we will write L and call this 
function space the associate space of L. 
We can define the second and nth associates of p by 
p" = (p') ' and, inductively, p d1 	= ((fl-1)) ' for 
n > 3. The following fundamental results should be 
noted: 
p' always has the Fatou property ([Z ], 68.1); 
p" .:S Pi with equality if and only if p has the 
Fatou property; if p has the weak Fatou property, then 
p and p " are equivalent norms, so L and L then contain 
the same elements ([ Z ], 68.2, 71.3); 
(111) From () and (11M ) clearly p (n+2) = p (n)  (n > 1); 
(iv) If p is a saturated function norm, then for all 
u,vEM, 
I uv dii < p(u)p ' (v) 	 (Holder inequality) 
([ z 1, 68.5). In particular, if u E L and v € L, then 
uv € L 1 (iL). 
2.5 The order ideal L. 
An order ideal of M 11  is a linear subspace I such that 
if f € I and g € Mp with Il <. If I a.e., then g € I. 
Every ideal I has a carrier set C € E which is defined 
to be the complement in 0 of a maximal set C' € E such 
that fx = 0 a.e. for every f € I. 
An element f of L is said to be of absolutely continuous 
norm if, whenever f € L (1 = 1,2,...) and 
If I . 	1 	> ... + 0 pointwise a.e. on c, then it 
follows that p(f) + 0, as i 	Let L denote the set 
of all functions of absolutely continuous norm in L. 
(i) L 	is a norm-closed ideal of L, and we shall denote 
by Qa  the carrier set of L. 
If p is an absolutely continuous norm, i.e. if 
L P  = L, and if p has the weak Fatou property, then p has 
the Fatou property ([ Z 1, 73.c). 
L is an order-dense ideal of XçLp , i.e. when-
ever 0 < f =fxo€ L P , then there exists a sequence if} 
in La  with 0 < n 	f a.e. 
Proof. Let 0 < f 
=fX2a€  L. By the Exhaustion Theorem 
(1  Z1, 67.3) and the definition of the carrier of L, we 
can find a sequence of sets 	+ 2a  with x € L 
(n = 1,2,...). Let 	= if < n} and define = 	n 
(n = 1,2,...). Since f < 	a.e., 	+ ç and so (from 
2.1(iv)), Q n 	a Hence 0 <fX2n+ 
 f a.e., and for 
each n, 
Xç2 < n 	€ L 
Taking f = fxo 
n 
 (n = 1,2,...) we have a suitable 
sequence. 
+ Note (111) implies, in particular, that for all f € Mpjl 
c' (fXç) = sup if fg di.i : 0 < g € L, p(g) <. 1} 
2.6 The dual space of L. 
The dual space L is partially ordered by defining that 
G 1 < G whenever (f, G 1 > < <f, G2> for every f € L 
(G 1 , G2 € L). 
The non-negative linear functionals on L are precisely 
those elements G of L satisfying G > 0, where 0 denotes 
the null functional. Let 0 < G € L: then G is said to 
be 
(1) an order Continuous linear functional if, whenever 
f i  € L (1 = 1,2,...) and f 1 > f 2 > ... + 0 a.e., we have 
(f 	G> - 0 
(ii) a singular linear functional if, whenever 
G > G 1 ),91L and G 1 is order continuous, then G1 = 0. 
THEOREM (see [ Z ], § 48). Any G € L has a Standard 
(Jordan) Decomposition as 
G = G 1 - 	+ i (G3 - G4 ) 
where each G > 0 (i = 1,...,4), and where this is the 
most efficient decomposition in the sense that if we 
also have 
G = G 5 - G  6  + i (G7 -G8 ) 
with G1 > 0 (i = 5,... ,8), then G 5 - G 1 = G6 - G2 is 
non-negative and G7 - 	= G8 - G4 is non-negative. 
Let G € L: we call G order continuous (resp. singular) 
if each of the non-negative components of G in its 
Standard Decomposition is order continuous (resp. 
singular) 
In [ z], § 70 it is shown that the mutually exclusive 
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properties (i), (ii) for linear functionals define 
disjoint linear subspaces of L, and moreover that 
every element G of L has a unique decomposition as 
G = GC  + Gs 
where G is an order continuous, and G 5 a singular 
linear functional. It is shown also that an element G 
of L is order-continuous if and only if there exists a 
function g € 	such that for every f E 
<f, G> = f fg  dii 
and in this case the dual norm 11G11 of G is precisely 
p' (g). It is therefore standard practice to identify 
the subspace of order continuous linear functionals 
with L', and, letting L*s denote the space of singular 
linear functionals, we write 
L*=LI eL* 
P 	p 	P ' s 
Moreover, L is a total linear subspace of L. 
Standard Decomposition of functions. 
Note finally that every element f of M 11 has a unique 
decomposition as f 1 - f 2 + i(f 3 - f 4  ) where for 
j =1,...,4, f is an element of M, f 1 and f 2 are 
disjoint, and f 3 and f 4 are disjoint. This fact 
enables us to obtain results more easily by proving 
them first for non-negative valued functions and 
extending them by the Standard Decomposition above, to 
all of M. This extension process is usually trivial, 
and when occurring, will therefore not be made explicit. 
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CHAPTER II. REPRESENTATION OF PRECYCLIC SPACES. 
In [G11, T.A. Gillespie gave a representation theorem 
for cyclic spaces, in terms of the ideal of functions 
of absolutely continuous norm in a Banach function space. 
In the present chapter we shall obtain a slight genera-
lisation of this result, and pursue one or two points 
arising, particularly in relation to Banach function 
spaces themselves. We begin by summarising Gillespi&s 
representation. 
Definition. Let X be a Banach space and S be a a-
complete Boolean algebra of projections on X. Then X is 
called cyclic with respect to B if there exists an 
element x0 of X such that 
X=lin{Px0 :PE8} . 	 (1) 
Such an element x0 is called a cyclic vector for X. 
REPRESENTATION THEOREM ([G1], 3). Let B be a a-complete 
Boolean algebra of projections on a Banach space X and 
let x0 € X be such that 
X = lin {Px0 : P € 81 
Then there exist a finite measure i., defined on a a-
algebra E of subsets of a compact Hausdorff space Q, a 
saturated function norm p based on (Q, I, ii), and a 
linear isomorphism U from the ideal L of L onto X such 
that 
p has the Fatou property; 
the constant function 1 belongs to L and to 
Ui = x0 ; 
U(pf) = TUf for f € L and rp € 
() o 	o... s 	 OLf. 	E 
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(v) IIUf U < p(f) < 4KIIUf II for f € L 
where T = f .p(X)E(dX) is well-defined in the norm 
topology of B(X) ([DS2],p. 1929), and K is a uniform 
bound on the norms j E (a))f (a € E) (Lemma 1.2). 
Via this isomorphism, the Banach space X inherits a 
natural lattice ordering given by 
< 	if 	t3 1 x 1 < U 1 x2 	p-a.e. 
The a-completeness of 8 ensures that for each x € X a 
Bade functional can be found ((DS 2 ] ,XVII.3.12), that is 
to say an element x* of X* such that 
<Px, x*> > o 	(P € B) , and 
<Px, x> = 0 only if Px = 0. 
The measure i of the theorem is defined by taking a Bade 
functional x corresponding to 	and. letting 
<E(cy)x0 , x> 	(a € E) 
Since B is a-complete we also have (Lemma 1.5) that B is 
the range of a strongly countably additive spectral 
measure E() on X. We shall presently be considering 
Banach spaces X of a form analogous to (1), where B is 
replaced by the range of a prespectral measure on X. 
§ 3. Prespectral measures in L and L. 
We begin with two lemmas of a general character which 
will play an important part in later chapters also. 
3.1 	LEMMA. 	(L)* = XL ) (cf. [ Z 3, 72.5, 6). 
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Proof. Recall that ([ Z ], § 70, § 73) 
L* = L' ® L 	 (2) P 	p 	P ' s 
and 	 (L) - 	 (3) p,S - 
Let 0 < g € LI and write 
For any h € La, h = h 	,,, so 
<h, qb> = f hg dv = .O 
i.e.€ (L) 1 . Hence. 
XQ\QaE (L) 	 () 
Suppose that 	€ (L) 1 . Then for any a € E with xa € L, 
0=<Xa, g>=gdu 
Since g = gXOa> 0 a.e., this means that gaXa=  0 a.e. 
By the Exhaustion Theorem (( Z 3, 67.3) we can find sets 
an + a  with each 	€ L; it follows easily that 
ga = 0 a.e. Hence XaLA  is disjoint from (L). Putting 
this fact together with (3) and (4), compare then with 
(2) which may be rewritten as 
L =XL 	X 	L' $ L*Qa 'a 	p,s 
The result then follows. 
3.2 LEMMA. Let p be a saturated function norm with the 
Riesz-Fischer property. Then 
aa 
= 	L a P 
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Proof. We begin by showing that L is a closed subspace 
of L. Recall that p = p" on L ([ Z 1, 72.3). If f € L 
and f > f 1 > f 2 > ... 	 0 a.e., then p"(f) = (f) ~ 0 
as n -* . Hence f € La -  of and 
p 
L C La,, . 	 (5) 
Suppose that f € L (n = 1,2,...) and f € L" satisfy 
~ 0 as n -'- . The sequence 	is p"-Cauchy and 
hence p-Cauchy so, since 4 is a closed ideal of L, there 
exists g € 4 with p(gf) ~ 0. 
However then, 
P"(9-f) = P(gf) + 0 
So g.= f a.e. and f € 4 as required. 
Let 2c denote the carrier of L,,. From 	a E Q c  and 
LC XL,,. Hence, viewing La as a subspace of L,,, 
(L) 1 
We shall show the converse inclusion also holds. We have 
that L*,, = L" 	L*,, 	= L'. 	L*,, , and viewing La  as 
P 	p p i s p p I s 	 p 
a subspace of 
(La)i 	(L all 	2 L* ,,5 	. 	 (6) 
Since 
L*,,L" 	 =L' 	L* 	x L' •X 	L' eLi,, P 	p p 1 S 	p p",S 	a P 	 p 	p ,S 
it follows from (6) and from Lemma 3.1 that 
(L) 1  = XcLA • L,, 5 
If g = 	 € L, then trivially <h, g> = 0 whenever 
h = hXç € L,,. Now suppose 0 < g =gXO € L fl 
Then for any a € E a = 	a : 6 € E} with X € L,,, Cy 	P 
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0 	 = f g dii 
so gX C = 0 a.e. By the Exhaustion Theorem ([ Z], 67.3), 
we can find a sequence a  + 0 a  with X. € L,, for each n. 
It now follows that g, = 0 a.e. and thus 
(XL,,) ' fl L = X \Q L = (L) 1 fl L' p 
So finally, since L and XcaLIi  are both closed ideals 
of L, 
a 	aJJ.. 	a Ii. 	a = (L) = (XçLpi) = XS2aL pu 
	
3.3 COROLLARY. L =L 1 , if and only if 	= 	where 
is the carrier of 
We now give a further three lemmas which are crucial 
to the present chapter. 
3.4 LEMMA. Let p be a saturated function norm based on 
(c2, E, u). Then the set of multiplication operators 
f '+ fx a (a € E, f € L) constitutes a bounded 
Boolean algebra of projections on L and the mapping 
E(.) : a '-'- MX e on E is a prespectral measure of class LA. 
Moreover each element of L has a corresponding Bade 
functional in LA. This prespectral measure E(.) is 
spectral (i.e. strongly countably additive) if and only 
if p is an absolutely continuous norm. 
Proof. It is routine to check that the operators 
{Mx a : a € E} form a bounded Boolean algebra of pro- 
jections each of norm at most one; whenever f € L and 
g € LA, then fg € L 1 (ii) so the mapping 
a 1+ <M afi g> = 	fg dii 	(a € E) 
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is a countably additive complex measure on E. Let f € L 
and suppose that <f, g> = 0 for all g € LA. We show 
that <If I g> = 0 for all g € LA. Let 0 be a unimodular 
function satisfying f 6 = ff1. Then for any g € LA , 
gO € LA also, and 
0 = (f, gO> = 5 fgO dii = 5 I fIg dii = <Iff, g> 
Therefore there is no loss in assuming that f € L. 
Since p' is a saturated norm, the Exhaustion Theorem 
(E Z 1, 67.3) allows us to find a sequence O n + 0 with 
x - € L for each n. By hypothesis, 
f f di = <f, X ç2 > = 0 
Qn 
for each n. Hence fX Q = 0 a.e. for each n, and it 
follows that f = 0 a.e. on 0. Hence LA is a total sub-
space of L, and thus E() is a prespectral measure on 
L 1 of class (, LA). 
Now choose an element h of LA  with h > 0 a.e. For any 
fixed f € L P , let y = supp f and let 0 be a 
j supp: 	y, satisfying fO = If I a.e. For 
any aEE, 
<f, ho> = 5 fho d1i = 5 fffh dii > 0 
and (f, ho> = 0 only if ff Ihx 0. = 0 i-a.e. Since 
h > 0 a.e. this occurs only when IfIX,= 0 a.e., i.e. 
when fX G = 0 a.e. Therefore hO is a Bade functional for 
f, and is in LA  since jh6j 	h a.e. 
Suppose finally that E() is strongly countably additive. 
Let f € L and {a} be a sequence in E such that a ' 
Then we have 
p(f n ) = p(E(c)f) - 0 
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But this shows that f is of absolutely continuous norm 
Hence L =L. 
Conversely if L= L, then L = L, so the measure 
E(•) is of class (E, L) and hence is strongly 
countably additive (Def. 1.4). 
3.5 COROLLARY. If L is weakly sequentially complete, / 
then L = L. 
Proof. Assume L is weakly sequentially complete. Then 
by [G31, Theorem 1 and Corollary, every prespectral 
measure on L is spectral. In particular, the measure 
G + Mx is spectral. From Lemma 3.4 therefore, L 	L. 
In [Gil it was shown that whenever 1 € L, then L °° is 
dense in L. The. next lemma generalises this fact. 
3.6 LEMMA. Let p be a saturated function norm with the 
Riesz-Fischer property, and let f € L have support 2a• 
Then, 	 Ut 	44 	 E 
Jf - L 
More generally, for any g € L with supp g = y € E, 
= X La g 	yp 
Proof. L is a closed order ideal of L 1 so clearly 
since f € L, the closed principal ideal i f generated 
by f is contained in L. 
For the converse inclusion, suppose 0 < h € LP . Since 
if  = J 1fl we shall assume that f > 0 a.e. Let 
En = {h< n} (n = 1,2,...). By the Exhaustion Theorem 
([ Z1, 67.3), we may choose a sequence 0 n 	a with 
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XQ € L for each n. Let F = E fl 	(n = 1,2,...). 
Since h < 	a.e., E + ç2 so F + Q and hxFfl  + h a.e. 
Since h € La and h > h - hXFl > h - hxF 2 > ... 4. 0 a.e., 
we have that p(h - hxFfl) + 0; it is therefore sufficient 
to prove that for each n, hXF € if . 
Let n be fixed and write h= hxF; letting Gm = 	. 
Cm = 1,2,...), then XGm <. mfXGM < mf, so x 	€ if  
(m = 1,2,...) Since Gm  + a'  F fl Gm  + Fn as m + 	and 
so nXGm 	hn a.e. Since hn E L
a , p(h - hnX) + 0 as 
m 	Now for each m, 
hXG 	hxEflG. n> 	€ if  
hence h € if and the first assertion of the lemma 
follows. 
It is clear that the more general statement also follows 
in a similar manner. 
Note that by Lemma 1.5, Lemma 3.4 tells us that whenever 
p is an absolutely continuous norm, then L is a cyclic 
space. It is easy to see that more generally, the ideal 
of L is cyclic with respect to the restricted pro-p 	P 
jections Mx La 	€ I), by virtue of its invariance 
P 
under each MXaI  and by Lemma .1. Recall however that the 
ideal of functions of absolutely continuous norm occurring 
in Gillespie's representation displayed several special 
properties. The following lemma will derive directly from 
any p which is complete and saturated, another function 
norm T displaying properties (i) - (v) of the Represen-
tation Theorem, together with an appropriate linear iso-
morphism betweenL and L. 
3.7 LEMMA. Let p be a saturated function norm with the 
Riesz-Fischer property, based on the ci-finite measure 
space (ca, E, ii). Let 0 < f 0 € L with supp f 0 = Q. a- 
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Then Lp is a cyclic space with respect to the Boolean 
algebra of projections 
{Mx01 




Proof. From Lemma 3.4 and Lemma ­ 	- the pro- 
jections {Mx ILa : a € EJ form a a-complete Boolean 
algebra. From Lemma 3.6, L = J. Define a measure v 
on E a = 	a : a € E} by 
V(G) = f fp dp , 
where 	can be taken to be any fixed non-negative 
element of L whose support is 	v and 1lEa are then 
equivalent measures. Now define a function norm -r on 
Mby 
T(g) = p"(gf 0 ) 	(g € M) 
and a mapping U 1 : M11 + Mv by 
tJ1f = 
	°a 	
(f € M) 
Then for each f € M, -r(U1f) 	P"(fXc1a) and 
LT = {ff; 1 : f = fxc2a € L} = U1 (XaL) 
It is clear that T is a saturated norm. Now suppose we 
have 0 < u1 < u 2 < ... + u a.e., with each u € LT. Then, 
since p " has the Fatou property, 
T(u) = p"uf0 ) = sup p"(u f ) = sup T(u) 
n 	no 
Hence -r has the Fatou property. 
For any 0 < f € 
T ' ( f) = sup f f f  dv : t(g) < 1, g > 0 a.e.} 
= sup {f fgf0 -p0  di : p"(gf0 ) < 1, g > 0 a.e.} 
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= sup {f fgp0 di 	p"(g) < 1, g > 0 a.e.} 
= p tm  (f(p0 ) 
= p'(f(p0 ) 
In particular, T' (1) = p' (p0 ) < 	(where clearly, 1 
denotes Xa)• 
Let 0 < g E L and suppose we have 
g >  92 > ... + 0 i-a.e. Then 
g 	91f0 
- 1
> ... + 0 11-a.e. 	a' therefore 
also v-a.e., and we have. t(gf) -- 0 as i -'- , i.e. 
p"(g) + 0 as i ~ co• Hence gf0 € L,,. Since 
gfo = gfox2i then from Lemma 3.2, gf 0 € L. 
An equally easy argument in the converse direction 
allows us to conclude that g € L if and only if 
gf0 € L, or equivalently that 
f € L if and only if U l f € L 
In particular U11 = f0 , so, 1 € L and thus the norm T 
displays all the desired properties. 
Since Qa  is the carrier of L, it is evident that 
U = Ui jLa  is one-one. Hence U : L ~ L is a bijective 
linear i somorphism. For each f € L, 
t(Uf) = p"(f) = p(f), so U is bicontinuous. Thus U is 
the required isomorphism of L, and finally, 
L = {Xao : o € Z} 
Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 show that the principal order ideal 
generated in L by any function of absolutely continuous 
norm is a cyclic subspace of L. In fact a broader 
result is true as we shall see in Prop. 3.9. But first we 
need the definition of a precyclic space. 
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3.8 Definition. Let X be a Banach space and E() be 
a prespectral measure. on X, of class (E, F),where E is 
a c-algebra of sets, and r = { x* € X : <E(.)x, x> is 
a countably additive complex measure on E for every 
x € x}. If there exists an element x 0 of X such that 
X = lin {E(a)x0 : a € E} 
then X is called precyclic with respect to the range of 
E(), and x0 is called a cyclic vector for X. 
Notation. Given a prespectral measure E(•) on a Banach 
space X as above, we shall denote by M(x) the precyclic 
subspace Tin  {E(a)x : a € E} of X, generated by the 
element x of X. 
3.9 PROPOSITION. Let p be a complete saturated function 
norm based on (c2, E, i) and let g € L. Then the closed 
principal order ideal J  is a precyclic subspace of Lp 
with respect to the prespectral measure E(.) : a -* MXa 
(a € E), and g is a cylic vector, i.e. 
= ITi:- {x 0g : a € E} 
Proof. For each a € E, jXagj < gi therefore X a  g € J g ; 
since an ideal is a linear subspace, 
Iin {xg : a € E} Eg and hence M(g) CJg . For the 
reverse inclusion, note firstly that whenever a and ó are 
elements of E , then 
Mx6(xg) = X an 6gE M(g) 
so M(g) is closed under multiplication by characteristic 
functions and therefore also under multiplication by 
simple functions. Now let rp > 0 be a bounded measurable 
function: there is a sequence {s} of simple functions 
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such that 0 < s  + c.p a.e. uniformly as n - , and we may 
therefore assume (or take a suitable subsequence to 
ensure) that for each n, 
Is 	- (P1 < 	a.e. 
For any f € M (g), we have Snf € M (g) from above, and 
p((pf - sf) = P(l (P- S I) < 2p(f) 
as n - °. Since M(g) is norm-closed, .pf € M(g) and so 
M(g) is closed under multiplication by any bounded 
measurable function. Since g € M(g), it now follows that 
the order ideal J  is contained in M(g) and hence that 
i g c M (g). 
§ 4. A representation theorem for precyclic spaces. 
Throughout this section, we let E(•) be a prespectral 
measure of class (E, r) on a Banach space X, and we 
suppose that there is an element e of X such that 
X = ITi {E(a)e : a € E} 
Further, we assume that a Bade functional e* may be 
found for e, in r. We introduce definitions for a 
measure space i on E and a function norm p on MIlt 
similar to those of [Gi], viz. 
= <E(a)e, e*> 	(a € E) 
and 
	
p(f) = sup flITpelI : kI <. 	fl  a..e., (p € L('1.i)} (fEM 1 ), 
recalling that T (P = S (P(X)E(dX) is well-defined in the 
uniform topology of B(X), for each 	€ L°3 , and satisfies 
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I!T(pIl < 4K IIqfI, where K is a uniform bound for 
{IIE(a)JI : o € E} (DDS2], p. 1929). 
That p is then a saturated function norm follows 
exactly as in [G1]. We include at this stage a purely 
technical lernma,and derive a corollary thereof which 
will enable us to show completeness of the norm p. The 
setting of this lemma is an arbitrary Riesz space (or 
vector lattice): since the corollary, and its appli-
cation in Prop. 4.3 use none but the most elementary 
lattice theory and the fact that L is a Riesz space, 
it is not pertinent to say any more about Riesz spaces 
here. A fuller introduction to their properties will be 
given at the beginning of Chapter IV, or may be found 
in ELZ21 and [F]. 
4.1 LEMMA ([F], 14 Jb). Let E be a Riesz space. If 
{x : i = l,...,n} is a finite sequence in E+, and y € E 
n 
satisfies yl < 	x1 , then there exists a finite 
i=1 	 n 
sequence {yi : i = 1,...,n} in E such that y =yi 
i=1 
and IYl < xi for each i. 
Remark. From the proof of the lemma, it also follows 
that the sequence obtained satisfies IyiI < j y j for 
each i. 
4.2 COROLLARY. Suppose we have x, x i.  € E (i = 1,2 ....  
00 satisfying x = 
	
x, and y € E with jyj < x. Then there 
exists a sequence {y} in E such that lyij < x 1  A lyl 
(i = 1,2,...), and for each n, y = y - 	yj satisfies 
CO i=1 
Iy1 I .. 	x. 
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CO 
Proof. For m = 1,2,..., define x; = 	 so that 
M 	 r-m+1 
X 	I Xr + x'. We apply the lemma and remark 
r=1 	in 
iteratively with n = 2 at each step. 
Step 1. Since jyj < x = x1 + xj, there exist elements 
Y1, y. of Ewith 1y11 <x 1 A y, II <x.j A !I and 
y=y1 +y. 
Step n+1 (n > 1). We have JYAJ < XA = x 1 + X, ' so 
there exist 	 in E with 
< 	 A 1y1!11 < X 41 A yl,n+ 1 
< XA, l  A Iy11l < X11+1 A jyj and y11 ='n+1 + 
The sequences (y}, {y} thus defined satisfy the 
required conditions. 
4.3 PROPOSITION. p has the Riesz-Fischer property. 
Proof. Suppose f € M (i = 1,2,...) and 	 < . 
00 
Let f 	f € MP : we show that f € L. 
Let c.p € L with p  I < f a.e. Applying Cor. 4.2, there 
are sequences 1 j1EN' 'i1€N such that for any N € N, 
N 
i=1 
where 	< inf 	p I) (i = 1,. . . , N), and 
f. We claim now that N 0 a.e. as N 
iN+1 	 N 
Indeed, letting t = { f = c} and q = 
• i=1 
(N = 1,2,...), then 9N + 	pointwise a.e. on -r. Since 
P(Q) = <e, e*> < , a variant of Egoroff's Theorem 
applies and yields an increasing sequence of measurable 
sets Tk contained in ç,, with TJ(r ' U Tk) = 0 and such 
that 9N + uniformly on Tk  for each k. Since e* is a 
Bade functional, it follows that E(t \ U 'rk)e = 0. 
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Suppose that E(T)e 	0. Then 11(T) =k 	0. Let 
= T 1 and T = Tr Tr 	(r 
> 2); then the sets T are 
pairwise' disjoint and ..J T' =  r 	Ur 
T
r 
 , so r  
o < 11 ( I' Tr ) = i(I T) = 
r 
Hence for some k € N, j1(T) > 0, which implies that 
E(T)e ~ 0, and therefore that E(Tk)e 76 0. Since  9N t 
uniformly on Tk, there is a subsequence {} of N such 
that for each in, 
flX1 >  mX Tk 
 a.e. 
Therefore 
P( n ) > P(nXr) 	in P(x) > m/IT k 	= 
InflE(Tk)etf 
(m = 1 , 2,...), and hence p 	- 	 as in - 	 . However, 
nm 	nm 	 CO  
P() = P( 	 P(f) < 	p(f) <  CO 
i=l 	i=l 	i=l 
From. this contradiction, we must have that E(T)e = 0. 
Thus, i1(T) = 0 so If is convergent -a.e. and 
00 	 00 
I f. + 0 a.e. as N + . Since 	 f, it 
N+1 	 N+1 
follows that P  + 0 a.e. as was claimed above, and we 
may thus write 
CO 
(P 
= i1 (.P 	
a. e. 
For in, n € N, 	 r Li IT(e1 < 	p (fr ), therefore  by the r  
co initial hypothesis, 	T e converges in X, to an 
n=1 
element z, say. We now show that z = Te. Let x € r: 
then 
00 <z, x> = 	T e, x> 
n=1 
00 
= 	<T e, x> 
n=1 	
(P 
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00 
= 	
' 	 <E(dX)e, x*> 	 (7) 
n=1  
If .we can now show that (7) is equal to 
f I qon 	<E(dX)e, x*'>, then it follows immediately, by 
the totality of r, that 
z = f 	P(X)E(dX)e = f p(X)E(dX)e = Te 
To obtain this equality, we shall resort to a dominated 
convergence argument, and to this end we define 
v(T) = <E(T)e, x> 	(T € E) 
There exist unimodular functions 0, O (n = 1,2,...) 
satisfying 
Odv = dlvi 	and 	n0n = 1 n i 	(n = 1,2,...) 
For each N € tsr, we then have 
N 	 N 
	
f kldivi = 	n0n0 dv n=1 	 n=1 
N 
= 	<T00 Tq,e, x> 
n=1 
N 
1 	11 . 	T 	II IIT 	ell lx*lI 
n=1 
N 
• 4K Hx*H 	: ( f) 
n=1 





l.ldlvi 	< 00 
n=1  
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Since M is a positive measure, the Monotone Conver-
gence Theorem is applicable and yields 
co 	 co 
	
I:IdIvI 	L kPn IdIvI < 	. 	(8) n  
Putting n = 	m' we have for each n, 
m1 
= RI = 	m1 	M- 1 m' 
co 
say, where 	 € L1 (v), from (8). So for each n, 
€ L (v) and, applying Lebesgue's Dominated Conver-
gence Theorem, we have 
f urn 	81dIv = lirn f 	61 dIvI n 
n 	 n 
i.e. 1 urn 	pme1dIvI = lim f 
n m=1 	 m=1 
n 





ni 	dv = n1 
as required, and thus z = Te. Hence finally 
ITrpeII = ii : Tetf - lIT 	e  
1 	1 	1 
so by the definition of p, 
p(f) •• 	p(f) < Co 
and thus p has the Riesz-Fischer property. 
4.4 THEOREM. There is a bicontinuous bijection U of 
the closed principal order ideal _J j generated by the 
constant function 1 € 	onto X, satisfying Ui = e 
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and 
U(Xqf) = E((Y)Uf (f E 5, a € ) 
Proof. Since the range of E(•) is bounded in norm by K, 
PM < 4KIIeII, so 1 is indeed an element of L. If the 
function is bounded a.e., then for some constant 
c > 0, kPt < ci a.e., SO . E J 1 ; conversely, since it 
is clear that every element of J is bounded a.e., we 
have that J is precisely the p-closure of L °° (c, i.'). 
Define U 1 : J , -+ X by 
U 1  f = T f e 	(f €J 1 ) 
Since 	= E(a)e (a € E), then 
U 1 (J 1 ) 	un {E(a)e : a € E} 
	
(9) 
Clearly U 1 is linear, and since for any i € J we have 
IIU 1 pII = JITpeII < sup CllT 1 eII : i4i' € J 1 , 	ip 	< 	qiI}=p(p) 
is p-continuous and therefore extends continuously to 
a mapping. U : 	-* X. For any bounded measurable functions 
s, t with Itl < Isl a.e., there is a measurable function 
with 161 < 1 a.e. and t = Os : we have 
)IT tell = IIT 0 T 5eH < lIT 0  It IIT5ell < 4KltOJJ(fT5ell < 4KIITell 
Hence p(s) < 4KIIT 5ell < 4KIItJ 1 5U < 4K p(s) and it follows 
that whenever g € J i f 
p(g) < 4KIIUgH <• 4K p(g) 
and thus that U is bicontinuous. Since J is closed, by 
the Riesz-Fischer property it is complete. From (9), 
U(.1 ) 2 lintE(a)e : a € E} 
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since U is bicontinuous U(J 1 ) is complete and therefore 
closed, so 
U(3 1 ) 	T1ii {E(a)e : a € E} = X 
Thus U( 1 ) = X and so U is a linear isomorphism which 
satisfies Ui = e; finally, since the relation 
U(Xaf) = E(a)tif 	(a € E) 
holds for f E J 1 , it holds also, by continuity, for 
f € 
In order to construct the norm p at the beginning of this 
section, we assumed that e, the cyclic vector for X, had 
a Bade functional in r. From [G4], Theorem 6, this 
assumption is legitimate provided only that the pre-
spectral measure E(.) is countably decomposable at e, 
i.e. provided that whenever E' is a subset of E whose 
elements are pairwise disjoint, then E(a)e 0 for only 
countably many a € E'. 
Conversely, in the situation where the cyclic vector e 
is known to have a Bade functional, then by the same 
theorem we,may conclude that the prespectral measure 
E(•) is countably decomposable at e and, moreover, that 
a Bade functional can be found in r, as required for the 
isomorphism theorem. Since X = lin {E(a)e : a € E}, it 
follows also that E() is then countably decomposable at 
each x C X and so that each x € X has a corresponding 
Bade functional in r. For the precyclic subspace J of 
L, these Bade functionals were easily found, in 
Lemma 3.4. 
The ideals J 1 occurring in both representation theorems 
(noting that L = 	in the case where L = L and 




Let E be a vector lattice. A norm II•JJ on E is 
called a lattice norm if lxi .. lyl implies IIxtI < I)yJl 
(x, y E E). If E is complete with respect to the 
lattice norm H•J), the pair (E, IIU) is called a Banach 
lattice. 
An element u > 0 of the Banach lattice (E, 1111) 
is a topological order unit for E if the closure of 
the principal order ideal Eu generated by u is E. An 
alternative characterisation of a topological order 
unit u € E+ is the property that for every x € E+, 
11 X - X A null - 0 
as n ~ w . 
If u satisfies the weaker condition that for every x 
in E+ 
x=VxAnu )  
n . 
then u is called a weak order unit for E. 
Note that in the function space L, any element f 0 which 
is strictly positive a.e. is a weak order unit. If the 
norm p is absolutely continuous, then by Lemma 3.6 1 f0 is 
also a topological order unit. Note however that the 
order continuity of p at f0 is not the crucial factor. 
Indeed, in general, if h is any element of L whose 
support contains Q a'  then the closed principal order 
ideal Jh  must contain L. (For any 0 < f € 
f A nh + f a.e. so p(f - f A nh) 	0; f A nh € Jh for 
each n, hence f € 
We have seen that every cyclic or precyclic space X may 
be endowed with a Banach lattice structure by means of 
a linear isomorphism with the principal order ideal 
generated by the constant function 1; this isomorphism 
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matches the function 1 with the cyclic vector for X, 
and hence, in the vector lattice X, the cyclic vector 
is a topological order unit. 
However although the ideal L, and indeed every closed 
principal order ideal of L., has a topological order 
unit, L itself need not have one at all, even when 
the norm p has strong continuity properties such as 
the Fatou property. The following example illustrates 
this. 
4.6 EXAMPLE. Consider the space of Gould, described 
in [LZ 1 ].Here the norm p is based on an infinite, a-
finite atomfree measure ji and defined by 
P(f) = inf {Df 1 U 1 + 11f  11. : f = f 1 +f 2 , 
€ L 1 (U), f 2 € L(p)} 
Thus L = L 1 + L. The associate norm p' is given by 
p' (f) = sup {I)f11 1 , IIfIt} 	. 	 (10) 
Thus L =L1  flL.For a fuller account, see [LZ1].Let X 
denote L and suppose that f 0 € X is a topological order 
unit for X. Then Jfo = X and for each 0 < g C 
p' (g - g A nf0 ) 	0 
as n -'- . Now f 0 must be strictly positive a.e. for 
otherwise, if, 6 is anymeasurable subset of c2supp f 0 , 
and g is any element of L with supp g = 6, then for 
every n € N, 
g A flf0 = 0 a.e. 
so that p'(g - g A nf0 ) = p'(g) 4 0 as n 	. Define 
sets a' ={ < f0 < 	(n > 2) in E. Then, 
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fox 11 < 	4. 0 co—n-i 
as n - . If there existed a positive integer n o such 
that for all n > n0 , ii(a) = 0, then 
o = i( 	U 	ci') = n  n>n0 0 
and f0 no-1  on Q. But since f0 € L 1 (ii) this cannot 
occur. So we may delete from the sequence {a} any 
elements which are u-null and be left with an infinite 
sequence of sets {an},  each of positive measure, and 
satisfying llf0XIIco + 0 as n 
Let X0  = un {x 0  :a € E}. Since bounded functions 
can be approximated uniformly by simple functions, 
X0 2 {(pf0 : cp € L} = Jf0 
Since X0  is closed, 	 = X. Hence, 
(11) 
M. 
Now for any g € X0 , we have g = 	c.1f x6.' for some 
1=1 	0 1 
m € N, where the a € C are distinct, and the sets 
€ E are pairwise disjoint. Then, 
max 	 .. max IItIfx II 	+ 0 (12) ° n co 1<i<m 1czi<m 
as n + . For any g € Ro , there is a sequence {g} in X0 
with p'(g - 	+ 0, so that from (10), each of 119- gk"l 
and Hg - 
	
	tends to zero as k + co Hence, given c > 0, 
:. II(g - k)X cY L + 11 gkX Gn  
+ 	 (for k > k 1 , say) 
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for sufficiently large n, by (12) (applied to g a ). Thus 
1gxon II +Oasn+. 
However, consider now the function 
00 
h= 
where for each n, T C 	and 	< 2n• Then IIhII = 1, 
lIhit < 1 2n = 1, so h E X. But IIh an It 	= 1 	0 as n 1  
Hence h g X0 . From this contradiction of (11) if follows 
that X can have no topological order unit. 
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CHAPTER III. WEAK SEQUENTIAL COMPLETENESS IN L. 
The main result and the objective of this chapter is 
stated at the very beginning as Theorem 5.1 but will 
only be arrived at in three stages, starting from a 
similar but less general result. This initial result 
(Theorem 5.4) arises from a reinterpretation of a 
theorem stated for cyclic spaces by L. Tzafriri [T2], 
in the light of T.A. Gillespie's Representation 
Theorem [G1] given in Chapter II. This theorem re-
presents any cyclic space over a a-complete Boolean 
algebra of projections as the ideal L of a Banach 
function space L 1 in which the norm p has the Fatou 
property. 
§ 5. Conditions for weak sequential completeness in 
L and La. 
—p 	p - 
5.1 THEOREM. Let p be a saturated function norm based 
on (c, E, i) and possessing the Riesz-Fischer property. 
The following statements are equivalent. 
(a) L is weakly sequentially complete. 
 L is weakly sequentially complete, and 	a = 0. 
 L contains no subspace isomorphic to c0 , and 
Qa = Q. 
 L contains no subspace isomorphic to c0 . 
 L = L 	and p has the 	(weak) .Fatou property. 
 L contains no subspace isomorphic to l, and 
Qa 
=  0. 
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It will be useful to be aware at an early stage of 
certain simple facts which we therefore record at this 
point. 
5.2 PROPOSITION. A subset B of M (resp. L) is a 
band of Mu (L) if and only if there is a measurable 
subset y of 0 such that 
B = {fx 	: f € M 11 
(L)} 	01 
and then y is the carrier of B. 
Proof. Clearly any subset B of the given form is an 
order closed solid linear subspace of Mu. 
Conversely, if B is a band of Mu, then B has a carrier 
set Y and BcX 1M. Let O<f=fX EM. By the 
definition of carrier sets, we may choose a sequence 
y in E with X yh € B for each n. If we let 
- = {f < n}, then 	+ Q: hence writing 1n = 
we have y + y and f n < nx ,, so f)( n € B for each n. 
Since B is order closed and f = sunn p 	then f € B and 
thus X 1M11 C B, as required. 
The same proof holds replacing M throughout by L. In 
this chapter only the result for L will be required, 
but that for Mu will become relevant in Chapter IV. 
We shall make use several times of the following result 
due to T.A. Gillespie ([G31, Theorem 1). 
5.3 THEOREM. Let X be a complex Banach space with dual 
space X*. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) X does not contain any subspace isomorphic to 
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(ii) every prespectral measure on X of arbitrary class 
(E, F), where E is a a-algebra of sets and r is a total 
subset of X*,is strongly countably additive. 
5.4 THEOREM. Let p be a saturated function norm with 
the Fatou property, such that the constant function 1 
is an element of both L and L. The following state-
ments are equivalent. 
L is weakly sequentially complete. 
L contains no subspace isomorphic to c 0 . 
L contains no complemented subspace isomorphic to 
Co . 
4 is a complemented subspace of L*. 
4 = L. 
L contains no subspace isomorphic to l. 
Proof. 
(b). Trivial, since c is not weakly sequentially 
cIoseA 0 
complete (w.s.c.) and anysubspace of a w.s.c. space 
must also be w.s.c.. 
(C) . A fortiori. 
(e). We shall suppose that (e) does not hold and 
show that 4 must then admit a bounded projection onto an 
isomorphic copy of c 0 , thus precluding (c). 
So suppose we have 0 < g € L \L and choose a sequence 
(g} of simple functions with 0 < g + g a.e. Since 
1 € 4, L 	4 so  for each n, g € 4. Since p has the 
Fatou property, p(g) = sup p(g); but since 4 is a norm-
closed ideal of L 1 we cannot have p(g - g) -' 0. Define 
= {m-1 < g < m} for m = 1,2 .....Since g € L 1 g is 
finite-valued a.e. so 0 = U nm  and, if 
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J 
(. = 	k x 	 (j  
k=1 
then 	. 	< ... and 	€ L for each j. Also, 
P((P) < p( 	(k-1) 	) + PC 	xk) k=1 	T k 	k=1 	fl 
+ 
Uflk 	 Uflk 
k=1 k=1 
< p(g) + pCi) 
Let (p = sup (p.J. Then (p takes the constant value k on 
1 
each k'  hence (PXflk > gXT1k (k = 1,2,...) and so (p > g 
a.e. which implies that (p L. Thus the functions p 
and n  (n = 1,2,...) satisfy 0 < p + (p a.e. with each 
E La  but (p L, and also 




p((p - (Pi ) + 0 
	
(1) 
as j - . Hence the sequence 	cannot converge in L, 
for if it had a limit 	say, in L 1 then {p - 	would 
converge to (p - , and so, from the proof of [ Z 
Theorem 64.2, some subsequence {p - 
	would converge 
pointwise a.e. to p - ; since every subsequence of 
{c.p - 	converges pointwise to zero a.e., this would 
mean that 	= 	a.e., contradicting (1). It follows that 
for some E > 0, we can find subsequences {i} and {k} of 
IN with 
k 	>j >k n+1— n 	n 
— 38 — 
and 
— 	kn . C 
	 (n=1,2,...) 
Setting 	=(pin — 	obserie that the functions 
in 
have mutually disjoint supports — namely U r1k— k=k+1 
which we shall denote by 6  and that 
E < p(p 1) < 2(p(g) + p(1)) 	(n = 1 1 2,...) 
Let ci. = {c} be any bounded sequence: then, 
	
N 	 N 
= 	1n1 n=1 	 n=1 




n 	 n=1 
N 
= 11all co  p( 	((P i n — kn n=1 
< Hall oo  P(Pj 1% — (Pk1) 
.. lIcU 
.. 1IcLI1 0 (p(g) + p(l)) 
So by the Fatou property, it follows that ctnbn € L 
and 
PC I a4) < flctfl cx, ( P (g) + p(l)) 
On the other hand, 
p(am  J) m ) = p(x 	. 	n ip n ) < p( - m n 
ip) 
(2) 
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and 
p(ctm 	m ) = tc I 	CLm 	(m = 1,2,...) 
So 
a) > cIictIi co . 	 ( 3) 
Define 	 then the mapping L 	 (c € l,c,) is 
positive and linear, it is one-one since the 	's are 
disjoint,and bicontinuous by (2) and (3); hence its 
range which we shall denote by L is a subspace of L 
isomorphic to 1. 
Now choose for each n a function 0 < u € L with 
p' (un) < 1 and supp u n C 6 n' satisfying 
5 1P U 	d.i> - 
For 0 < f € L, define 
00 	S fudii 
Pf= 	__________ 
S=1 	J 	di 
	 (4) 
This defines Pf as an element of 1 , because for each s, 
5 fu S  dp 	p(f)pt(u5) 	2 p(f) I   Ju d - 	 —c ss 	 - 2 
so the sequence of coefficients of ip in (4) is bounded. 
For all r and s, 
U 	= 	 11 	 (5) rs rsrs 
so letting Cr(f)  denote the coefficient of lP r in (4), 
CO 
 c
r (f) 1 r ) 
r=1
= 	5 (I cr(f)pr)us di 
s=1 	J iudi 
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00 
= 
= pf . 	- 
Hence P 2 = P. It also follows from (5) that for each 
a € l, Pf a = a' and P is a bounded linear projection 
of L onto I. Now if f € L, then, since we have 
U r1k + 	as s - 
k=1 




and for each s, 6 s 	U 
kk+1 
+ 0. Hence, 
k 
nk = 	 11k' ° k=1 
ffu 5 dp 
f 	
2
•• di I I 	p ' ( U) p(fX) + 0 
as s + . Thus the sequence of coefficients of 	in Pf 
is an element of c0 , and so Pf is in c , the isomorphic 
copy of c0 imbedded in 1. 
It now remains to be shown that c c L. Let a € c 0 , 
suppose f > f 1 > f 2 > ... 4- 0 a.e. and let E > 0. Since 
= 	E L, then for some N E ' 	
fl>N 
aiP) < 
Writing 5 = U 	= U supp ip, then 	- 
n>N n>N 
P( f X )  < P(X) < - for each i. Now since 	€ 
Ci
= 	
€ L. Therefore since 
. fx 	4 0 a.e., it follows that for sufficiently 
large j, P(fx- \ ) < 	and then 
I (fx5) + P(fx \ ) < 6 
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This shows that fa € L as required. 
(e) 	(a). Let f} be a weakly Cauchy sequence in L, 
where L = LP . Let K be a uniform bound on the norms 
p(f). Since 1 € LA , L P 
 a L 1 (p) (algebraically); by 
assumption, f hfdp} is a Cauchy sequence in C for each 
h € LA = L*, so in particular, letting h € L w shows that 
is weakly Cauchy in L . Let f € L' be the weak L 
limit of 	so that whenever h € L, 
urn f hfn dp = f hf di . 	 (6) 
Now let g € L: then g < 	a.e. For any a € E such that 
g is bounded on a, 
f f  diii = lim I f dii 
a 




Choose a sequence {a} in E with an  + 2 and with g bounded 
on each anl  and let U be a uniinodular function satisfying 
fgO = fg. By (7) 1  
f fge dii < K p' (go) = K p' (g) 
an 
Hence, applying the Monotone Convergence Theorem, 
ffg0di =limf fg0d<Kp'(g) 
n an 
i.e. fg € L 1  (ii) for each g € LA, and 
P(f) = p"(f) = 	sup 	I ffg diii < K ; 
P , (g) <1 
thus f € L. 
We show finally that for any g € 
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urn J f g dii = f f   di.i . 	 (8) n 
Let g € L. For (S € E, define 
= f (f - f)g di 
Since f - f€L and g € L, (ff)g € L 1 (ii), so 'n  is a 
countably additive measure on E. Since urn ffg d1i 
exists, urn v ((S) exists for each (S € E. Hence from 
n 	fl 
Nikodym' s theorem ([DS1 ] ,III.7.4), the countable 
additivity of Vn(•)  is uniform in n. Fix c > 0. Let 
= {Igi < m}. Then 6 + Q so we can find an integer 
mo  such that 
ô) I < - 	for m > m0 , and all n = 1,2,...; 
so, 
liin sup Iv(c2\ (S)I m1 	for m>m0 . 
Hence 
	
if (f-f)g diii = If 	n X(S dii +vn (c2 
.- if 	nXc5m dlii + 	(m > m) 
<C 
by (6), if n is sufficiently large. Thus () follows, 
and hence L is w.s.c. as required. 
(e) 	(d). Elementary, for since the Fatou property 
implies p = p", then if L = La, 
(La)** = (L')* = L" e L*, 	= L 	L*, 	= La G L*, 
P 	p 	p 	p , S 	p p ,S 	p 	p ,S 
(d) 	(e). Let Q be the restriction to L of a bounded 
projection mapping L* onto L, and suppose L 34 L. 
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Obtain, as in the proof of (c) 	(e) a linear subspace 
L of L which is isomorphic to 1 and is the range of 
a projection P on L. Then P fixes 1. and Q fixes L, 
and since 80 is contained in each of these subspaces, 
is fixed by each of P and Q and thus also by PQ. 
Hence PQ is a projection of L into P(L) = 	and 
co = PQ c E PQ 1 E P(L) = 
So PQ l = c 0 . However it is well-known that c0 is not 
complemented in 1 (see [P ]), and from this contra- 
diction it follows that La must equal L 
P 	 p 
We now have that (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) are all equi-
valent. Assume that one and hence each of these condi-
tions holds, and suppose (f) does not. By (e), this 
means that L contains an isomorphic copy of l, and 
hence also an isomorphic copy of c 0 , contradicting (b). 
So (a) - (e) 	(f) 
(f) => (e). If L 	L, then from the proof of (c) 	(e), 
L must contain a subspace isomorphic to 1; but this 
contradicts (f). 
Note. In the proof of (c) 	(e), the subspace L is by 
construction also lattice isomorphic to la,, as is there-
fore c to C
o
. Hence in each of statements (b), (c), (d), 
(f) of the theorem, the word "subspace" may be equivalently 
replaced by sublattice". 
Now suppose that p is a saturated function norm based on 
(c, 1, i) but endowed only with the Riesz-Fischer property. 
Let f0 € La  be positive-valued a.e. on 2a  so that 
La 
= Jf0 (Lemma 3.6). Choosing any function p0 € L with 
positive a.e. on Q a , define a measure v on 
0 
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= {o 	: 	E: Z} by 
V (o) = f fp0 dii 	(a € Ea) 
then ii and v are equivalent in E a . Now define a mapping 
U : XaM11 - MV , by 
Uf = ff; 1 	Cf = fXç2 € Mu) 
U is clearly linear, one-one, onto and increasing. Define 
a norm t on MI. by 
T(h) = p"(hf 0 ) 	 ( h € MV ) 
i.e. 	T(Uf) = p"(f) 	(f =fX2a€ Mu) 
That this indeed defines a Banach function norm is easily 
verified, and taking T to be based on (Qa E a  v), then 
T is saturated; moreover, t has the Fatou property since 
p 1' does, and r' (h) = p' (hp 0 ) for each h € M, so in 
particular 1 € L, (here 1 denotes Xa  clearly). Since 
p"(f) < p(f) for every f, < 1; however if f € La, - 	 L - 	 p 
p" (f) = p (f), so with U = UI La we have 
(E;). 	(9) 
It is a routine exercise to check that h € L if and only 
if tJh = f h € La ,,. 
0 	p 
To conclude recall that by Lemma 3.2, L = XcaII and 
then, since for every h € L T , h = hXc2, it is clear that 
h € L if and only if hf0 € LP . Hence and from (9) it 
follows finally that Ua  is a norm-preserving isomorphism 
between L and L. Consequently, since T satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 5.4, statements (b), (c) and (f) {or L 
are immediately equivalent to weak sequential completeness 
of L, even with the present relaxed conditions on p. 
Before completing the theorem, we give another lemma. 
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5.5 LEMMA. Let p be a saturated function norm with the 
Riesz-Fischer property. Then, if L is weakly sequen-
tially complete, L is order-closed, i.e. L = X aLP• 
Proof. 	Let f = € L + and suppose that L a  is w.s.c. 
P 
Define sets 6 p = -P} = 	1,2,...); 	then 	6 	
4- 
as p -'- w. Now choose a sequence of sets T  4- sla  with 
Tp a 6P and XTp € L for each p. writing f = 	we 
have f 4- f a.e. and 
fp Px T €L 
Recall that (L)* =Xc2aL (Lemma 3.1). Let 0 < g € 
since g is an integral linear functional on L 1 it follows 
that 
- 	g> + 0 
as p - 	. So, 
- fqr g> + 0 
as P' q 	, i.e. {fJ is weakly Cauchy, and hence weakly 
convergent in LP . Let f 0 € L be its weak limit, so that 
for every g € L, 
(f0 , g> = lim <f1 g> = <f, g> 
Since LIP is a total subset of L, this shows f 0 = f a.e. 
Hence f € Lap and x L c La.  The converse inclusion is 
immediate and hence x- L = La. a 	p 
5.6. Remark. The converse of-this lemma need not hold. 
Consider, as an example, the case where 2 is fN with the 
discrete measure i,and let 
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Here L = C0 = L, but L is not w.s.c. 
However it is easily shown that with the additional 
hypothesis of the weak Fatou property, the converse of 
Lemma 5.5 does hold. 
5.7 THEOREM. Let p be a saturated function norm based 
on (ç, Z, i) and having the Riesz-Fischer property. The 
following statements are equivalent. 
 L is w.s.c. 
 L contains no subspace isomorphic to c0. 




 L is complemented in (L)**. 
 L =XaLP and the conclusion of the Fatou property 
holds for increasing sequences in L. 
 X2a 
11 L P contains no subspace isomorphic to ico. 
[Note. We can express (e) alternatively as follows. Let 
A be the function norm based on a' E a Ma) where 
denotes I Ea  defined by 
rP() 	, 	if f E L 
X(f) = 
, otherwise , 
so that X is an absolutely continuous saturated norm. 
Then 
(e)l X has the Fatou property. 
The equivalence of (e) and (e)' is a routine exercise.] 
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Proof. As remarked earlier, that (b), (c) and (f) are 
each equivalent to (a) follows from the isomorphism U 
of L and LT described on p. 44, and from the appli-
cation of Theorem 5.4 to L. 
Suppose now that (d) holds. Since L a a XQLp 	Lot  
and (L)** = ( xc2 L)* 	xç L", it follows that there is 
a bounded projection Pof 	onto L. Let Q = UPtJ 1 : 
then Q = Q and Q is thus a bounded projection of L. 
onto L. Thus La  satisfies (d) of Theorem 5.4. If con-
versely, there is a bounded projection Q of L.. onto L, 
put P = U 1 QU. Then similarly P is a bounded projection 
of XQa'J onto La . Hence by the equivalence of (a) and 
(d) in Theorem 5.4, (a) and (d) of the present theorem 
are equivalent. 
Finally we show (a) and (e) are equivalent. Assume that 
L is w.s.c. By Lemma 5.5,L = XaLsp Now suppose that 
o < V1 < v2 < ... + v a.e. with v € L for each i. If 
p(v) + , then p(v) = sup p(v) trivially. If 
p(v) + K < , then p"(v) = K. So, 
T(Uv) = T(vf0 1 ) = p"(v) = K < 
But by isomorphism with L, L is w.s.c. So LT = L. 
Hence v C L,. Since v = sup v, v =vX O, and so by 
Lemma 3.2, v E L. Hence p(v-v) -' 0 and urn p(v) = p(v) 
as required. 
Now assume conversely that (e) holds. We shall show that 
LT = L. Let 0 < f C LT. Since 1 € L, we can choose a 
sequence {f} in La  with 0 < n + f a.e. For each n, 
= no € L and 0 < ff 0 + ff0 a.e. By hypothesis 
therefore, 
p(ff0 ) = sup 	= sup "no = sup T(f) = T(f) < , 
a i.e. ff0 € L; since supp ff0 	then ff0 € L and 
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f € La as required. It follows that L is w.s.c. and 
hence that L P is W.S.C. 
We are now in a position to prove the main theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. 
(b). It follows from [DS1),XVII.3.8 that every pre-
spectral measure on a weakly complete space is in fact 
spectral, i.e. strongly countably additive. Hence if L 
is w.s.c., the measure E(.) : a - MX, is spectral and 
so from Lemma 3.4, L =4 and (b) follows. 
Note. In (e) the word "weak" may be equivalently read 
or omitted, because while usually, the Fatou property is 
stronger than the weak Fatou property, in the case of 
absolutely continuous norms, the two properties are 
equivalent (see 2.5 or [ Z I, 73ct) i.e. if p is absolutely 
continuous and has the weak Fatou property, then p has 
the Fatou. property. 
(e) 	(a). Both implications follow from the 
equivalence in Theorem 5.7 of conditions (a) and (e). 
(a) 	(d). Clear, since c 0 is not w.s.c. 
(d) 	(c) . If L contains no isomorphic copy of c 0 , nor 
can it contain an isomorphic copy of l and so by Theorem 
5.3 the prespectral measure E(.) : a - 	is spectral, 
so as before L = 4. Thus 4 contains no isomorphic copy 
of C0 and Q. = 2 as required. 
(b), (e) co (f) 	(c). Immediate from Theorem 5.7. 
Notes. Consider the alternative statements: 
(c) ' 4 contains no complemented subspace isomorphic to 
c0 and S1a = 
' L contains no complemented subspace isomorphic to 
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c0 and 2a = 
(f) ' L contains no subspace isomorphic to 
From Theorem 5.7, - (c) and (c) ' of Theorem 5.1 are 
equivalent. 
(d)l is genuinely weaker than (d). For if we take 
p to be the norm IIIl on the space of all complex 
sequences, so that L = lm, then L is c 0 so we have 
Ra = Q. Since every complemented infinite-dimensional 
subspace of 1,,0 is isomorphic to l 	itself ([LT1],2.a.7), 
cannot contain a complemented subspace isomorphic to 
c0 . Thus (d)' holds; however L 3 4 L and L is not w.s.c. 
(f)' is genuinely weaker than (f). For taking again 
the space of complex sequences with, this time, 





then L =L 	i SO = 	a and L 	contains no copy of l. 
However c0 is not w.s.c. 
§ 6. Applications of Theorem 5.1. 
A.C. Zaanen has given necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a Banach function space L to be reflexive, namely, 
that p and p' should both be absolutely continuous norms 
and that p should have the weak Fatou property (1Z ], 
§ 73). Applying the results of the present chapter, we 
can give an alternative characterisation of reflexivity 
in terms of the geometry of the function space. 
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6.1 THEOREM. Let p be a saturated function norm with 
the Riesz-Fischer property. Then L is reflexive if and 
only if no subspace of L is isomorphic to either c 0 or 
1 . - 
Proof. The necessity of the condition is obvious, since 
neither c0 nor 1 1 is reflexive. 
For the sufficiency, assume that L contains no iso-
morphic copy of either c0 or l. The method for this 
part of the proof borrows from that of [T1], Lemma 4. 
By Theorem. 5.1 ((d) 	(e)), L = L and p has the Fatou 
property, so L = L. 
It remains to be shown that L' = La,: for then, 
P 	p 
L** = (La)** = (L')* = (La,)* =L" = L 
P 	p 	p 	p 	p 	p 
and the required conclusion follows. 
We consider initially the case where V is a finite 
measure, and suppose thatLA L,. Then we can find 
functions h E L (n = 1,2,...) with h 1 > h > ... + 0 
a.e. while inf P'(hn) = c > 0. 
By Egoroff's theorem, we can now find in E a sequence 
+ 0 such that hn  + 0 a.e. uniformly on 2 	for 
each i. By the saturation of p' and the Exhaustion 
Theorem ([Z 1, 67.3), we can also choose sets 	+ 0. 
with X 	€ LA for each j. Let Q 	U 
J 
(i = 1,2,...). Then Q \ 0 	fl c2 \Q7 + 2; since 
€ LA and h + 0 a.e. uniformly on 0'.Q i ,there 
is a subsequence' {n} of N such that h. < 2PI(X)l a.e. 
on 0 \ Q (i = 1,2,...). Therefore for each i, 
C 
pt 
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and 
c - c 
By the definition of p', therefore, there exist functions 
gi € L with p(g) < 1 and 
5 gh1 	du >  
However in general, the functions g iXQ, are not pairwise 
disjoint so we now choose a subsequence fikl  of IN such 
that the functions 
= gikXq k 
1k+1 
clearly pairwise disjoint, satisfy 
5 h 1 	.i p d (k = 1,2,...) 
Now let a = {c} € 1. For any N € IN, 
N 	 N 






Since p has the Fatou property, 
N 
P ( 	(X 00k) = sup p( I ak(Pk) < 
k N 	ICZ1 	 k 
It follows that 
p t (h1) 1 lakl > p' (h 1 )p( 
k 	 k 
G><  0 	o,j 
aki < Co 
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= p'(h1)p( 	cLk(kl) 
k 




> f h 	'ak' k 
= 	
1'k1 f hl Pk dii 	 (11) 
where each of (10) and (11) follows immediately from the 
preceding line by the disjointness of the PktS. Hence, 
E: 	Ila 8p' (h1) 	 . 	 11ctfl 1 	 (12) 
The mapping 
101  into L 1 
lin 	: k 
space of L 
hypothesis, 
kk 
which by ( 
€ ii} = { 
k 
isomorphic 
we must in 
C L is thus a linear bijection of 
12) is bicontinuous, and hence 
kk : {ak} E l.} is a linear sub- 
to 1.  Since this contradicts the 
fact have LA = La,. 
In general, ji is a a-finite measure: in this case, choose 
a function E € L ' (ji), with 	> 0 a.e. (let E o = C1
~ 2 
where 	€ 	2 	L and E i > 0 a.e. (i = 1,2)). Define 
= 	o dii 	(a € E) . 
Then V , is a finite measure on E and is equivalent to 
so M
P1
= Mii. Define a norm p 1 based on (ç2, E, ii.1 ) by 
P i  (f) = p(f) 	(f € M111) 
Then p 1 is complete and saturated and 
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pi (f) = sup {lf hf diiil 	p 1 (h) < i} 
= SUP{ If hf 0 dp : p 1 (h) < 1} 
= p'(f 0 ) 
for each f € M111. Suppose we have 0 < g € 	 Then 
there is a sequence g} in L with g > g + 0 a.e. on 
ç, while p'(g) > 6 > 0 for every n. Then 
p (g1) = P . (g) so g 0 1 € L 1 ,and 
g 1 	> ... + 0 a.e. but for each n, 
P1 	= P' (9n ) 
	
> 6. Hence g1 	La,. 
0 p 1 
From the first case, we deduce that L 1 contains a sub-
space isomorphic to l. But since L 1 = Lp , this contra-
dicts the hypothesis and hence in fact. L = L,. 
The following result also is based on a theorem for 
cyclic spaces, given by Tzafriri ([T21, Theorem 10). 
6.2 THEOREM. Let p be a saturated function norm with 
the Riesz-Fischer property. Then L is isomorphic to the 
dual of some cyclic space Z = Tin  {Ez0 : E € 8} where 
€ Z and S is a a-complete Boolean algebra of 
projections on Z whose adjoints correspond to the 
multiplication operators Mf 	f 	(a € E, f € L), 




Qa 	b' the carrier of La,. 
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Proof. 
Case 1. Assume that p has the Fatou property (so p = p") 
and that 0 a = Q. 
Suppose that (a) and (b) both hold. Then 0 = a = and 
(La,)* =< L" = L" = L = La 
P 	p 	p 
and, since by 3.4, 3.6 and 3.9 L, is a cyclic space with 
respect to the Boolean algebra of multiplications 
MX : f 1+ f 	(a € E, f € La s ), the result follows. 
Conversely suppose that L a Z for Z as in the statement 
of the theorem. Identify L with Z and for each a € E, 
denote by Ea the element of 8 whose adjoint is Mx.  If we 
imbed Z canonically in Z =(L)* = XaL = L, then the 
projections in 8 correspond to the multiplications 
Mx (a € E) on L, and if we let g € L be the function 
corresponding to the cyclic vector z 0 , then Z becomes the 
p'-closed principal ideal J  inL (Prop. 3.9). We may 
assume g 0 a.e. since Jg = 	We show now that 
supp g = ç2, and 




If a C 0 s, supp g, then for any f € L, 
<g, Xaf > =f gf dii = 0 
G 
Hence <g', Xa> = 0 for every g' 
aafore XaL  c ZI and Z* E X \aL• 
and supp g = Q. 
€ Z and f € L; there-
So a must be a null set 
Now let [an) be a decreasing sequence of sets in E, whose 
intersection is a null set. For each n, 
xa 	E*g = 	and inf MXa = 0, ° inf 	= 0 
Since 8 is a-complete, inf IIE a zfI = 0 and hence, 
+ 0, which shows that g € L 1 . Since 0 
n 	 P. 	
b 2supp g, 
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it follows that Qb = 
Finally, from a result of Bessaga and Pelcznski (EBP), 
Cor.4), L, being a Banach dual space, can contain no 
complemented subspace isomorphic to c 0 . Hence by 
Theorem 5.7, L = L and the theorem now follows. 
Case 2. Now consider p a saturated norm having the 
Riesz-Fischer property. We shall apply the isomorphism 
U of La onto L, described following Theorem 5.4, since 
the norm T will satisfy the conditions of Case 1. 
Assume that (a) and (b) both hold for L. Then by the 
isomorphism U, L = LT; since 't' (f) = pt (f(p0 ) for 
f = fXç' it is easily seen that 
L, = (fq 	: f =fXOa € L,} = (P0 1 XL, = cPQ l L, 
so that the carrier of L, is supp (P0 	b = a 	b 
from (b). By Case 1 therefore, L is isomorphic to the dual. 
of a cyclic space Z and hence so also is L. 
Conversely, if L is the dual of a cyclic space Z as in 
the statement of the theorem, then also L 	Z,so 
L = LT and the carrier of L, is Q..Consequently 
= XLp and a = supp (1 	b = a 	b' hence 
b as required. 
We shall return to this theorem later in the light of the 
results of Chap. IV. 
6.3 PROPOSITION. Let p be a saturated function norm 
with the Riesz-Fischer property. Then L is isomorphic 
to the dual of a cyclic space Z = 135 {Ez0 :E € 5}, where 
€ Z and B is a a-complete Boolean algebra of 
projections on Z whose adjoints correspond to the multi-
plication operators MX 	f + f 	(a € E, f € L) if 
and only if 
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p has the weak Fatou property, and 
 
Proof. Suppose L 	Z as in the statement of the 
theorem. Identifying Z with L =LA L* 5 , the 
canonical image Z of Z in Z consists of order 
continuous linear functionals on L, therefore is 
contained in LA  and is of the form Tin  {M 0 g : a € Z} 
for some g € LA. Since B is a-complete, the restriction 
of S' = {E** : E € B} = {MX : a € E} to 2, forms a a-
complete Boolean algebra of projections, and so by LLe 
Lemmas 3.4 and 1.5, the norm of Z is absolutely 
continuous, i.e. Z is an ideal of L,. By Prop. 3.9 
and Lemma 3.6, Z = Jg = Xupp g L. However it is 
easily shown, just as in Theorem 6.2, that supp g = 
Hence J  = L, and clearly 2b = Q. Thus by Lemma 3.1, 
L = (L,)* = x L" = L" P 	P 	ObP 	p 
Hence p and p" are equivalent norms, and so p has the 
Fatou property. 
Conversely if condition (a) of the theorem holds, then 
LP = L. If (b) also holds, then we can find f € 
with f > 0 a.e. By Lemmas 3.9 and 3.6, 
Jf = L, 	un {Xa : a € E} and 
= (L,)* =XQp = L = L 
Taking Z to be L,, the theorem now follows. 
§ 7. Appendix.. 
The original theorems stated by L. Tzafriri, to which 
we referred at the beginning of the chapter, concerned 
cyclic Banach spaces, namely, spaces of the form 
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X = U {Px 0 : P € B} 
where x0 € X, and B is a c-complete Boolean algebra of 
projections on X. These theorems, in (T1] and [T2], gave 
conditions for weak sequential completeness and for 
reflexivity of cyclic spaces, as follows, similar in 
form to those of our present theorems 6.1 and 5.1, 5.4, 
5.7. 1\_ n0k&bon 	o.( I .2(c) cutd 1.1 	• 	 no d [T] 
THEOREM ([T11, Theorem 5). The cyclic space 
X = lin {Px0 : P € B} is reflexive if and only if no 
subspace of it is isomorphic to either c 0 or 1 . 
THEOREM ([T21, Theorem. .4). Let X = un {Px 0 : p € B} 
be a cyclic space. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
X is weakly sequentially complete; 
No subspace of X is isomorphic to co; 
For any sequence of Borel functions 
O < f1(w) < •.. < f(W) < ... 	(w € 0) with 
sup lJS(f)xo fJ <, we have x0 € V(S(sup f)), 
i.e. S(sup f)x0 € X; 
No complemented subspace of X is isomorphic to c0 ; 
X is complemented in X. 
By [G 1 1, Theorem 3.4 , every cyclic space is linearly 
isomorphic to the ideal L of a Banach function space L 
whose norm p has the Fatou property. The results of this 
chapter on weak sequential completeness and reflexivity 
therefore apply, modulo isomorphism, to cyclic spaces in 
particular, and they yield Tzafriri's results. However 
the present proofs are considerably easier to handle, 
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and since more concrete, are perhaps more transparent 
than the proofs given in [T1 and ET 2 1. 
P. Meyer-Nieberg has also formulated some similar results, 
this time for Banach lattices, obtained by different 
methods again ([M 1, Theorems 13 and 16). 
Since every Banach function space and every ideal 
thereof is a Banach lattice, these results are of wider 
application than ours; however their statements are 
slightly weaker. 
In ['p 2 ), Tzafriri. also gave the following theorem, which 
simplifies very considerably when cyclic spaces are 
reinterpreted as Banach function spaces, and gives rise 
to our Theorem 6.2. 
3. THEOREM ([T23, Theorem 10). A cyclic space 
X = IIi {Px0 : P E BI is isomorphic to the conjugate of 
a cyclic space Z if and only if it is weakly sequentially 
complete and at least one of the following conditions is 
satisfied: 
P(s(r)) = I ; 
there exists a strictly positive functional x € r 
such that x **x = sup {xx : 0 < x < x, x € X} for 
0 < X 	€ X** ; 
the closure of r in the (X*, X) topology contains 
x. 
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CHAPTER IV. HOMOMORPHISMS OF BANACH FUNCTION SPACES. 
Our intention in this chapter is to develop and study 
the notion of a homomorphic relation between Banach 
function spaces. For any space of functions M, Mr 
(respectively M+)  will denote the subspace of real-
valued (respectively non-negative valued) functions 
in M. As usual, we do not distinguish betwen a function 
f and the equivalence class of functions that are equal 
to fa.e. Note, in the case where M is M,that (M)+ is 
a strictly smaller class than M as defined earlier. 
§ 8. Preliminaries and definitions. 
We follow the notation of [Lz2]. 
8.1 Definition. A Riesz space, or vector lattice, is 
a partially ordered real linear space (L, +, , <) such 
that (L, <) is a lattice. 
The complexification of L is the space of elements of 
the form x ± iy (x, y € L), often denoted as the direct 
sum L @ iL. However, in [MW], Mittelmeyer and Wolff have 
axiomatised the notion of absolute value in a vector 
space and hence established the definition of a complek 
Riesz space. Moreover, whenever L is a complex Riesz - 
space and Lr  denotes the real vector lattice generated 
by the positive cone L+  of L (the cone being determined 
by the absolute value defined on L), then L is precisely 
the standard complexification of if. The basic concepts 
of real Riesz spaces carry over easily to the complex 
setting, e.9- 
an ideal of L is the complexification of an ideal of Lr, 
and so on. For a fuller discussion we refer the reader 
to [ SI and we shall always usé'the term "Riesz spa cell 
meaning "complex Riesz space". Familiarity with the 
elementary properties of vector lattices is assumed; 
these may be found in [Lz2] and [F ]. However the follo-
wing fact merits explicit mention. 
8.2 LEMMA ([F], 14D).. If L is a vector lattice, then 
L is an infinitely distributive lattice, i.e. if A is a 
subset of L such that sup A exists in L, then for every 
y€L, 
sup A= sup y AX X € Al 
similarly, if inf A exists in L, then for every y € L, 
yvinfAinfyvx : xEA} 
8.3 Linear maps between Riesz spaces. 
(a) A linear map T is increasing (or positive) if Tx > 0 
whenever x > 0. 
(b) A Riesz homomorphism is a linear map which is also a 
lattice homomorphism. If T is a linear map of L 1 to 
L2 , the following statements are equivalent ([F ], 
14E(b)): 
(i) T is a Riesz homomorphism; 
- 	(ii) (Tx) =Tx for all x € L; 
ITxI = TXI for all x € L; 
Tx A Ty = 0 whenever x A y = 0. 
It is easily checked that if' T is a Riesz homomorphism 
of L 1 to L2 , then T is increasing and (using (ii) and 
(iv)) whenever x € L then Tx € L. 
(c) A Riesz isomorphism is a bijective Riesz homomorphism. 
(d) An increasing linear map T is order continuous if 
whenever A is a non-empty directed subset of L +, then 
A + 0 implies T(A) + 0, or equivalently, A + x 
implies T(A) + Tx. 
(e) An increasing linear map T is sequentially order 
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continuous if the condition of (d) holds with the 
directed set A replaced by any monotone sequence. 
8.4 Riesz subspaces. 
A subset A of a vector lattice L is called solid if 
it follows,whenever x € L and lxi < a for some 
a € A, that x € A. 
An ideal of L is a solid linear subspace of L, and 
is thus always a Riesz subspace. 
A band of L is an order closed ideal, i.e. an ideal 
M, say, such that, if A c M and sup A exists in L, 
then sup A € M. 
A Riesz subspace M of L is order dense if for each 
x € L +  
X = sup {y : 0 < y < x, y € M} 
The range of a Riesz homomorphism is a Riesz subspace 
of the codomain; the kernel of a Riesz homomorphism is 
an ideal of the domain ([F 1, 14F) 
8.5 Quotient spaces and homomorphic images. 
If L is a Riesz space and I is an ideal of L, then Lu 
is a Riesz space with respect to a partial order < 
defined as follows: 
given f, g 











say [fi < [g] 
91 € [gi with 
of L onto Lu 
I; conversely, 
L is Riesz is 
whenever there 
g 1 
is a Riesz homo-
any Riesz homo-
morphic to L/ker.T 
8.6 Dedekind completeness. 
(a) The Riesz space L is called Dedekind complete (resp. 
Dedekind a-complete) if every non-empty (resp. at most 
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countable non-empty) subset of L which is bounded from 
above has a supremum. 
(b) L is called super Dedekind complete if L is Dede-
kind complete and every non-empty subset possessing a 
supremuin contains a countable subset with the same 
supremum. 
Note that (i) if L is a Dedekind complete Riesz space 
and M is an ideal of L, then M is also Dedekind complete; 
(ii) in a super Dedekind complete space, sequen-
tially order continuous mappings are order continuous. 
8.7 The Riesz spaces M and L 
1- p 
Let p be a saturated function norm based on (ci, E, u). 
When endowed with the natural (pointwise) ordering, 
whereby for f and g in M, f < g if and only if 
f(x) < g(x) for almost every x € Q, M is a Riesz space 
with real part M and positive cone M. 
The following facts are fundamental to many results con-
cerning Banach function spaces, and will normally be 
used without explicit reference. 
8.7 (i) THEOREM. M is a super Dedekind complete Riesz
11 
space ([Lz 2], 23.3(iv)). 
8.7 (ii) LEMMA. L is an order dense ideal of M 
	
p 	 11 
Proof. Since whenever 0 < f < g a.e. we have p(f) < p(g), 
clearly L is a solid subspace, and hence a Riesz sub-
space, of M. Since p is saturated, then by the 
Exhaustion Theorem ([Z ], 67.3), there exists a sequence 
+ 0 in Z with P ( X2n ) < 	for each n. Let 0 < f E Mil 
and let an = {f < n} (n = 1,2,...); then an + 	so if we 
let 6n = an  fl Q, we have 6 + 0 (2.1 (iv)), and for 
each n, 
<nx 	<nx SI EL n 	n n 
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So {xo} is a sequence in L with supremum f. Hence, 
f = sup {fX6 } < sup{g : 0 < g < f, g € L } < f 
n 
Note that the existence of the second supremum here is 
ensured by the Dedekind completeness of L (which follows 
from 8.6 (i)). So f equals this supremum a.e. and the 
result follows. 
8.7 (iii) COROLLARY. If f € M, we can always find a 
sequence {f} in L with 0 < f n t f a.e. 
9. Homomorphisms between Banach function spaces. 
Throughout the present and the following sections, p and 
'r will be saturated function norms with the Riesz-Fischer 
property, based on the a-finite measure spaces (2, 
and (E, A, v) respectively. 
It is clear that since L is a Riesz subspace of M, the 
restriction to L of any Riesz homomorphism on M is 
also a Riesz homomorphism. 
Now let It be any Riesz homomorphism of L onto LT.  Let 
the null ideal ker It have carrier set A c 0; denote by 
q the canonical quotient map of L to L/ker II and by ci. 
the induced isomorphism of L/ker 11 to LT.  Thus the 
following diagram commutes: 
L 	 L 
It follows from [F 1, 251) that the completeness of L 
and monotonicity of the norm 'r are sufficient to ensure 
that It is continuous, and hence that c'. is continuous 
with respect to the usual quotient norm, denoted by 
and given by 
p([f]) = inf {p(f') : f - f' € ker IL} 
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Thus, since a is both one-one and onto, it must, by the 
Closed Graph Theorem, be bicontirnioiU. Consequently, if 
f EL and g ELwehave 
(i) 	T(flf) < k 1 ([fJ) 
•' 	-1 
(11) p(ct g) < k 2 t(g) 
where k 1 = IIa(I, k 2 	. From (1) and the definition 
of
- 
 , clearly 111111 = k 1 also, and from (ii), for an arbi-
trary e > 0 and for each g € LT we can find an element h 
in the coset cg satisfying p(h) < (k 2 + c)T(g). Hence, 
choosing any positive constant c 1 < k 1 and letting 
C2 = k, there exists for every g £ L 1 , some h € L 
satisfying Hh = g and 
c 1 p(h) < t(g) < c 2 p(h) . 	 (1) 
9.1 Definition. The Banach function space LT  shall be 
called a homomorphic image of the Banach function space 
L if there exists a Riesz homomorphism of L onto LT. 
9.2 Remark. We shall consider only the case where the 
Riesz homomorphism 11, say, is surjective, since other-
wise the image of an ideal of L 1 and indeed the range 
11(L) itself, need not be ideals of L  T nor, therefore, 
Banach function spaces, under any monotone reforming. 
For example, 
take L = L to be the space 1 C. of all bounded complex 
sequences with the usual norm 11-11 c,, and the pointwise 
ordering of elements; for ct =n € 	define 
clearly 11 is linear, increasing and bounded, and 
commutes with the lattice operations v, : hence 11 
is a Riesz homomorphism on L but is certainly not 
onto; now ifO*EL I let 
1 	1 
= (a ll -c 1 , 	21 22' 	3' •• 
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then 	< thai, but 	Jl(Lp) and the range of II 	is 
therefore not an order ideal. 
Thus, throughout the chapter, the homomorphism 
II : L -* LT will be assumed surjective. Moreover, A will 
always denote the carrier of ker fl, and c 1 , c 2 will be 
the constants of the inequalities (1). 
9.3 LEMMA. Let {vn}  be a monotone sequence of elements 
of 4. Then there exists a monotone sequence {un} in L, 
which is increasing or decreasing according as {v} is 
increasing or decreasing, and such that for each n, 
Hun = Vn 
Furthermore, in the case where {vn}  decreases, each 
may be chosen to satisfy additionally 
cip(un) < T(V) < c2p(un) 
Proof. Suppose the sequence {v} increases. Since It is 
onto, we can, find u € L with HuA = v for each n. Since 
II(1u 1 j) = Iflu 1 I = ivi = v 
we can replace, if necessary, each uA by JuAl and ensure 
that the sequence lies in L. Now write u 1 = uj and 
un = u v u_ 1 (n > 2). Then u > u_ 1 a.e.; also, 
p(u ) <p(u' +u 	) <p(u') + p(u - ) < .. . < V' p(u) < n - 	n 	n-i n 	n-1 )  
and 
Hu = llu V %i = .. = sup nu. = sup 	v  = v  1<r<n 	1<r<n 
This inductively defines the required sequence. 
A similar procedure applies in the case where {v} 
decreases, by putting u 1 = u.j and u = UA A u_ 1 (n > 2) 
But furthermore, we could choose the original sequence 
{u} to satisfy 
c 1 p(u) < 
as in (1). This condition is preserved if we replace u 
by Iu1t, since p (f) = p ( f I) for every f € M; finally, 
since for each n, u < u, we have 
c 1 p(u) < c 1 p() < T(v1 ) 
The inequality T(v)< c 2 p(u) is immediate. 
9.4 LEMMA. If a, a 1 € E with xa € L and a 1 C a, then 
Xa1 	(11Xa, )xsupp 1tXa1 
Proof. Let a 2 = aa 1 11 and 
	
= supp 11Xa (j = 1,2); let 
	
= T1Xa and 6 = supp f. Since 
	a, clearly Xa i € L 
and 11Xa  <. 11Xa' SO 6 j E 6 (i = 1,2). In fact 
11Xa = 11Xa1 + It)(rj 50 6 = 6
1 U 62, since a 1 and a- 2  are 
disjoint, 11Xa1 A  11Xa2 0' 50 6 1  and 62  are disjoint. 
It follows that nXa. = fx6 ( i = 1,2). 
9.5 COROLLARY. In the case where 1 € 	then letting 
00 = 111, we have for every a € E, 
HXG = ox6 
where 6 = supp flXa• 
We conclude this section with two simple but important 
properties of H. 
9.6 LEMMA. If u € La, then flu € La. P 	 T 
Proof. We may assume u > 0 a.e. Write v = flu and suppose 
V > v 1 > v 2 > ... + 0 a.e. on 0. Applying Lemma 9.3, we 
can find a decreasing sequence {un}  in L,majorised by 
u and satisfying ilUn = v for each n. 
Define u = inf Un > 0. Since u < u a.e., flu < llu 1 
(n = 1,2,...) so Hu < inf HUn = inf v = 0, i.e. 
u € ker H. 
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Now u - U > u - U > ... + 0 a.e., and u - u < u € L, 
so P(un - 	 + 0 as n + . Hence 
T(Vn) = T(1IU - Ttii) < c2P(u - ii) -'. 0 
as n 	showing that v € L. 
9.7 PROPOSITION. Let 11 a = HI La Then II is order 
continuous. 
Proof. Recalling 8.6 (ii), it is sufficient to show that 
ii is sequentially order continuous. Let f € L, and 
suppose 0 < f 1 < f 2 < ... + f a.e. Then p(f 
- 
and hence T(rlaf 	11an - 0 as n + . The sequence 
is increasing and bounded above by 11a'  so 
sup Ha 	- 11 a  and by Lemma 9.6, this implies that 
sup 11an € La. Hence, since 11ai .. 11a2 	 11an 
a.e., 'r(supflf -fif) ~ Oasm+. Thus an 	am 
= sup rlafn  a.e., as required. 
In particular, it follows from Prop. 9.7, that if p is 
an absolutely continuous norm, every Riesz homomorphism 
of L p T onto L is order continuous. Hence this is true, 
for example, when L is reflexive or when L is weakly 
sequentially complete, since both these conditions imply 
L = La (Theorems 5.1 and 6.1). 
P 	p 
§ 10. Order continuity. 
It is appropriate to record here some elementary facts 
about Riesz homomorphisms. 
10.1 PROPOSITION. If L and M are Riesz spaces and T is 
a Riesz homomorphism of L onto M, then 
whenever I is an ideal of L, T(I) is an ideal of M; 
if I and 12  are disjoint ideals of L, then T(11) 
and T(1 2 ) are disjoint ideals of M; 
T is order continuous if and only if ker T is a 
band. 
Proof. The proofs of (i) and (ii) are an easy exercise; 
for (iii) see [LZ2],18.13. 
Recalling from Prop. 5.2 that the bands of L are pre-
cisely the subspaces of the form xcLp  for some set C C Z 
which is then the carrier of that band, we can apply 
(iii) directly to II 	L + LT: 
10.2 COROLLARY. II is order continuous if and only if 
ker II = XALP. 
Before the main theorem of this section, we require a 
further lemma. 
10.3 LEMMA. Let the Riesz homomorphism II of L onto LT 
be order continuous. Let h € LT: then there is a 
unique element f of L disjoint to ker II and satisfying 
fif =h. 
Proof. We first assume h > 0 a.e. Since II is onto, 
h = hf 1 for some f 1 € L. Let f = f lXA . 
By Cor. 10.2, f1 _.f € ker H. Since supp f C c2'A, f is 
disjoint to ker II, and llf = hf1 - fl(flxA) = Hf 1 = h. 
Suppose g € L is also disjoint to ker II and satisfies 
fig = h. Since fig = (fig) = h = 0 a.e., i.e. g € ker II, 
we must have g = 0 a.e.; hence g € L, and 
rI(fAg) =flfAllg=h=flf.. 
So f - (f A g) € ker H; but since 0 < f - (f A g) < f 
a.e. and f is disjoint to ker II, this means f = f A g, 
i.e. f < g. Similarly fl(f A g) = fig and it follows that 
g < f a.e. Hence g = f a.e.; so f > 0 a.e. and is unique 
in satisfying the required condition. 
In general, h = h 1 - h2 + ih3 - ih4 where h > 0 a.e. 
(i = 1,...,4) and h1h 2 = 0 = h3h4 a.e. For each i, there 
is a unique element f of L disjoint to ker II and satis-
fying 1ti = h. Define f = f 1 - f 2 + if - 'f4: then 
supp f = U supp f. 
1 	
11 so f is disjoint to ker , and fif = h. 
Suppose g € L is also disjoint to ker II and rig = h. If 
g = 9 1 - 9 2 + i93 - 19 4 in its standard decomposition, 
it is easily deduced from 8.3 (b) that for each i, 
llg = h; since supp gi C supp g, each g i is disjoint to 
ker II, and so, by uniqueness, gi =i a.e. Hence g = f 
a.e. 
For f and h related as in the lemma, we shall write 
f=11 1 h 
(for reasons to become apparent) and call f the funda-
mental inverse of h under H. It follows without diffi-
culty from Lemma 10.3 that fl 	is an increasing linear 
map of LT into L. Furthermore, observe that for any 
g € L with rig = h, 9XQ\A = f a.e., so9XAand f are 
mutually disjoint and g - f = (g - f)XA; therefore 
P(g) = p(g 	= p(If-'- (g-f)I) = p(f+ g- f) > p(f) 
Hence, 
p(flh) = inf{p(g) : Hg = h} 	. 	 (2) 
In particular, f = fl'h satisfies the left-hand in- 	- 
equality in (1), i.e. for h € LT, 
c 1 p GI_ h) < T(h) . 	 (3) 
10.4 THEOREM. Let II be a Riesz homomorphism of L onto 
LT. There is a decomposition of 11 in the form 
11 = 11c e IT n 
where 
fl is one-one and order continuous, 
ri is order discontinuous at every point where it 
does not vanish, 
the domains of 11c  and fl are mutually complementary 
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bands of L and the ranges of R and fl are mutually 
complementary bands of LT. 
Proof. Let A be, as usual, the carrier of the null 
ideal of TI and let At be c2\A; let R and fl denote the 
restrictions of II to XA,LP  and  XALP  respectively. 
(a) That H  is one 
= fflXAt + 0 a.e. 
(n = 1,2,...). Then 
a.e. Let g0 € LT be 
for some h € L, nh 
-one is clear. Now 
in L and let g 
the sequence (g} 
its infimum. Then 
= g0 . For each n 
suppose 
lIf = 11 c  f n € LT 
is decreasing 
90 > 0 a.e. and 
1I(h A f) = Rh A rIf = 90 A g n = g0 = Ith 
Me 
h - (h A 	€ ker TI 
	
(4) 
and therefore supp(h - 	(h A 	f)) C A. Thus 
(h - 	(h A fn  ))x = 0 a.e., 	i.e. hxAI = 	(h A 	ffl)xAt 	< 	f. 
Hence hxA, < inf f 	= 0 a.e., 	so h = hxA  and 
h A f = hXA A fflXAI = 0 a.e. 
Thus from (4), h € ker TI and g 0 = llh = 0 a.e., as re-
quired. 
Let 0 < h = hxA € L \ ker H. Put Xm = {h < m} for 
m = 1,2,..., and choose a sequence Y m  + A in Z with 
xv € ker II for each m. Since X m  + Q, we have Xm  fl Ym  + A 
(by 2.1(iv)) so that hXxmflym  + h a.e. For each m however, 
hxxfly <my 	Ekeril 
m m 	m 
so sup IIn(hXxmnym) = 0 and by assumption is not equal to 
TIh. This shows that ll is not order continuous at h. 
Since XALP  and  XA,LP  are disjoint ideals of L, the 
first assertion is immediate. Their images rI(XALP)  and 
II(xAILP) are disjoint ideals of LT by Prop. 10.1 (ii), 
and hence have disjoint carriers B and B' respectively, 
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say, in A. Thus 
LT = r1(L) = ll(xAL P 	XiLp) = lln(xALP) e Hc(xA,Lp) 
and it follows that E = B U Bt and that (C) holds. Hence 
we can express II as the direct sum 11c 
10.5 COROLLARY. If f C L, Hf = fl(fxAI)' i.e. 
fXA € ker H. 
Proof. Let 0 < f € La  and choose any sequence 
0 < fm 	XA a.e. Since fxA  and 	are in L (m = 1,2,...) 
we have from Prop. 9.7 that 
fl(fX)=fl(fX)=1mflf =limllf 
A 	a A 	m am 	m 	m 
i.e. 	11 fX = urn II f 
A m nm 
Hence fl is order continuous at 	so in fact, from 
Theorem 10.4, ll(fXA) = 0 a.e. 
10.6 COROLLARY. II is order continuous if and only if 
=0. 
XAL 
10.7 COROLLARY. If H is an isomorphism of L onto LT, 
then II is necessarily order continuous. 
Proof. If 11 is an isomorphism, II is one-one so 
kerll=O}. Hence A=Ø and ll=rlc . 
10.8 Remark. From the theorem, HC = HI 
XAI"p 
 is a Riesz 
isomorphism of XA,LP  onto  XB,LT.  In particular, this 
means that the mapping T1 1 , which we had encountered 
already in Lemma 10.3 for the case when H was order 
continuous (and therefore B' = E), is a Riesz isomorphism 
Of XBILT onto XA,Lp. 
10.9 EXAMPLES. A simple example of an order continuous 
homomorphism is the mapping M. : f fp for some fixed 
measurable function p > 0. If the domain here is L based 
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lL) 
on (, E, j), then the range LT = {f.p : f E L} while 
based on the same measurable space ç2, need not however 
be based on the same measure algebra E. 
If c.p is essentially bounded on 0, then M maps L into 
itself; if also, p > c > 0 a.e., then M maps L one-one 
onto itself (since for each f € L 1 f.p € L and fp 1 € L) 
and hence M is a Riesz isomorphism on L. 
We now give an example of a homomorphism which is not 
order continuous, to illustrate that 11n  need not always 
be trivial. 
10.10 EXAMPLE. Let Q = (N, let E be the a-algebra of 
all subsets of N, and i the discrete measure. Let 
p = T = IID, both based on (12, E, vt). Then 
L (= LT) = l,,, L = c 0 and p has the Fatou property. 
Now l is linearly isomorphic to C((N) ((N being the 
Stone-Ceh compactification of the positive integers), 
so let X̂ denote the canonical image in C((N) of 
X = {x} € l,, and choose an element 'p of (N .. IN lying 
in the compactification of the even integers. Define 
fix = ((p), x 1 , x3 , x 51  ...) 	(x € l a,) 
Clearly, H is linear. 
II fix fl 	< max{ 	() I H x(I } < H xJJ 	max[ p ' 1 } 
so fix € l o and II is bounded. 
Since IN is dense in 3N and x is continuous, 
then whenever x > 0, (p) > 0, and so 11 is increasing. 
II is a lattice homomorphism. It is sufficient 
to show that IxI() = I() I (x € l), so let {n} be 
a net of even integers such that n + .p in N; for 
each ct, 
I(n)I = jXn1 	IxI(n a 
t mcMi 	 S 	f '' 	oLv 
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so the continuity of gives the result. 
ri is onto. Let y € 1 00 . Define x by 
x2 = y 1 (n > 1) and X23 = y 	(n > 2) 
then x € 	and 0x1100 = HyL. For any k € N i 
x(2k) = x 2 = y 1 ; hence, by continuity, 	p) = y 1 . It now 
follows easily that fix = y. 
II is not order continuous. Consider the sequence 
of elements {xn}  of 100, where 
xn = (-, ., . . . , 1 - 	 1---, 0, 0, 	. . ) . For each n, 
= 0. Let x € 100 be defined by Xm = 1 
- 
Cm = 1,2,...); then x" + x as n - 00• However 
urn X 2 = lint (2m) = 1 
so 	p) = 1 ~ 	'p). Thus 11r1 fr fix. 
It follows by Prop. 10.1 (iii) that ker II is not a band. 
Indeed, consider the carrier of ker II: if x € ker II, then 
X2nl = 0 (n = 1 , 2,...), so .A 	Neven;  on the other hand, 
if k is any even integer, and x € lc, is defined by 
x n =ônk 	(n€N) 
then rEx = 0 so {k} = supp x A, and A m Neven. Thus 
A = Neven. However, if a. € 1 00 is given by 
C2n = 1 	 = 0 	(n = 1,2,...) 
then supp a. = A, but a(.p) 34 0; so ct 	ker II and thus 
ker 11 ~ xAL P . 
Observe that if a. has support contained in A = Neven i 
then (flct)n = 0 for n > 2, and whenever a has support 
contained in \A = Nodd, then p) = 0 so 
supp fl 	N{1}. It follows easily that the sets B and 
Bt, defined in the proof of Theorem 10.4 (c), are 
respectively {1} and N 	{1}. Thus XBLT = C and 
xB,LTloo and we can illustrate the decomposition 
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theorem, for this example, as follows. We write 1 and 
lCO to denote the bounded complex sequences with supports 
in the even and odd integers respectively. 
- 1 C. 
=1: = 	
11c 	Hn 
where 11c : (y 1 , 0, y3 , 0, y5 , 0, ...) 	(y 1 , y31 y 51 ...), 
(0, y2 , 0, y41  0, y61  ...) '-- p(0 1 y21  0, y41  ...). 
11. Isomorphisms between Banach function spaces. 
We have seen in Theorem 10.4 that any Riesz homomorphism 
II of one Eanach function space L say, onto another, has 
a component acting isomorphically on a band of L. II will 
itself be order continuous only if the other component, 
acting on the orthogonal complement of that band, 
vanishes on its domain. 
This observation motivates the closer inspection of iso-
morphisms:indeed, it turns out that every such, from L 
to LT say, arises uniquely from a Riesz isomorphism bet-
ween the Riesz spaces M and M which is specified 
completely by a pair (0, p0) where 0 is a measure algebra 
isomorphism between E and A, and 	is a fixed strictly 
positive A-measurable function. 
Throughout this section, we assume therefore, that It is 
one-one, i.e. we let II be a Riesz isomorphism of L onto 
LT. 
For convenience, define 
ea = supp llXa 	(0 € E, X € L) . 	 (5) 
In fact the order continuity of II will enable us to extend 
this definition consistently to all of E. We begin with 
a simple but far-reaching observation. 
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11.1 PROPOSITION. Let a € E with xa € L, and suppose 
a = supp f for some f C L. Then 
supp Hf = 
Proof. We may assume that f > 0 a.e. Let 
an = 	< f <n}. Then a + a so 	+ f a.e. Since 
nxOn .. 
 Xa < nX, we have 
-rtx 	< 	) n a -n n 	an 
and hence supp rI(fx a ) = Gan for each n € N. 
By order continuity, HX a + 11X and so considering the 
supports it follows that 6a  + Oa; hence, since 
+ Hf, 
suppflf=Usuppll(fx ) =Uoa =ea 
n 	 an 	n n 
11.2 Definition. Let 2 n 	 2n 
+ 2 in E with x 	€ L for 
each n. For any a € Z, a = U a fl Q and X € L 
(n = 1,2,...). Define 
Oa 	U O(a fl S2 ) 	 (6) 
n 
where the r.h.s. is obtained from (5). 
Because 11 is order continuous, (5) and (6) are clearly 
consistent in the case where X. € L. In general, the 
r.h.s. of (6) is an element of E and if we choose any 
u € L with supp u = a, we have, from Prop. 11.1, that 
for each n € N, supp ll(UX a ) O(a fl Hence, 
ea =1.) supp 1T(uX 	) 
= supp sup fl(uX 
anOn  
= supp flu 
This shows that 0 is well-defined, independently of the 
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sequence {0} and moreover, that the restrictions of 
Prop. 11.1 can be weakened: 
11.1 1 PROPOSITION. For any a € E and any f € L with 
supp f = a, 
suppltf = Qa 
11.3 PROPOSITION. 0 is continuous with respect to set 
containment () in 'E. 
Proof. Let a + a (a, a € E, n = 1,2,...). Choose 
f € L such that supp f = a. Then Xa  + f a.e., and 
by the order continuity of II, fl(Xa)  +lIf a.e. Hence, 
by Prop. 11.1 1 , 
= supp Hf = U supp H(f  X ) = U Oan 
11.4 PROPOSITION. oc = C. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary, so that v(€ \ 01) > 0. 'By 
the Exhaustion Theorem ([ Z ], 67.3), we can find in A a 
sequence-{6 n I increasing to € \ O with x '5 E LT for 
each n. Fix some m E iN such that v(6 M)> 0 and let 6, x 
denote '5m' XcSm respectively. Let u = 	and a = supp u. 
From Prop. 11.1', Oc = supp flu = 6. Now choose a sequence 
+ ç2 with each x 	in L ; by Def. 11.2, OQ U o 	and P 	 n 
for each n, xaflQn € L; however since a fl on  c 2 fl , —  
0 (a fl Q ) c O2 by (5). Hence, 
0a=U0(afl) 	Uec =0c2 
n 	n n 
Since 0o = 6, this is a contradiction. 
Note. An entirely analogous proof shows that for each 
a E E, 0(c2 \ a) = C \ Oa, but this will also follow,  
from the next theorem. 
11.5 THEOREM. 0 is a measure algebra isomorphism of E 
onto A. 
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Proof. If a € E and Ga = 0 then for any a' c a such 
that x 0 , E L we have supp rtxa, = Gat = 0 so xai € ker II. 
Since II is an isomorphism, xal = 0 a.e. It follows easily 
that xa = 0 a.e. Hence 0 is one-one, and it remains to 
show that 
0 commutes with the algebraic operations U, fl, and 
0 is onto. 
Let a, y € I. Choose f, g € L such that supp f = a, 
and supp g = rny'. Then supp a U y = supp f v g and 
a fl y = supp f A g, so by Prop. 11.1', 
0(aU)=supp fi(fvg)=supp(fifvfig)=supp fif U supp fig =Oa U Oy, 
0(afly)=supp TI(fAg)=supp(llfAIIg)=supp flfflsupp fig = Gafl0y. 
Let 6 € A and choose a sequence 6 n + 6 with 
X6r1 € L 1 , and let w = 11 x6(n = 1,2,...). For each n, 
	
II (w A w+1) = flW A fiWn+l = X 	A X6 +1 = X6n = llw 
Hence w A W 	 = w, i.e. w < w 	 (n = 1,2 .... so the 
sequence {w} is increasing a.e. Let a = supp wn  and 
a = U a . Define 
n fl 
(n=1,2,...). 
We shall show that (i) U a' = a, and (ii) Ga' + 6. 
n n 	 n 
(i). Let x € a U aA be such that wn(x)  increases 
as 	-' . This condition excludes only a u-null subset 
of a \ U aA from consideration. Note that in this instance, 
for a and for each a we have to choose a particular 
(fixed) representative of the ti-equivalence class of sets 
normally denoted by each of these symbols. 
Since x € a, there is a positive integer k for which 
wk  (x)0. Since x 	a, w(x) < 
	for each n. Hence for 
each n > k, Wk(X) < Wk +l (x) < ... < Wn (X) < j. This 
implies that Wk(X) = 0, contradicting the choice of k. 
Thus, a = U a'. 
n 
(ii). For each n, fl(WnXat) < 11w. Hence by 
Prop. 11.1 1 , 
= supp fl(wXa) S  SUPP 11W = 
So U Ga' 	U 6 = 5. 
n 	fl—a fl 
Suppose that this containment is strict, and choose a 
non-null subset 6' E A of 6 " 	Oa satisfying x 6 € LT. 
For r = 1,2,..., let n r  =6' fl 6r  The sequence 	is 
clearly increasing in A, and by Lemma 9.4 applied to 11, 
111 X 	= W 1 
where y r = supp 111 X fl 	supp 	=r Cr = 1,2,...), 
and the sequence fy r  I is increasing in E. 
However 5' is disjoint from each Ga (n = 1,2,...), 
therefore so is each 1'r  (r = 1,2,...). In particular, 
each nr  is disjoint from Oa t!, and hence, 
Xflr " llC1rXai) = 0 	(r = 1,2,...) 
It follows, that 
o = 11 1 X 	A 11 1 11(w x ) = w x 	A W flr ra 	r.ç. ra 
hence yr E Cr ' a for each r. 
Now a r 	 r + a and a' + a so XG r r 
\G' '. 0, and therefore x1r - 0 
as r . But {Xyr}  is an increasing sequence. So in fact, 
we must have XYr = 0 on c and hence Xnr = 0 on € 
(r = 1,2,...). It follows that 6 = U Oa as required. 
Hence finally, from (i) and (ii) together with Prop. 11.3, 
we obtain 
Ga = e(U a') = U Ga' = 6 
n 	n 
11.6 LEMMA. If u € L and a € E, then fl(uXa) = flu X0a 
Proof. First let u be a characteristic function X7 , say, 
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where y € E. Then, 
ll(ux) =IIX 
= (llXcny)Xo(any) 	(from def. of ) 
= rix X0(fl) 	 (from 9.4) 
= lix ).  x 0 	 (from def. of 0) 
= flU 
It follows immediately that the lemma holds also when u 
is a simple measurable function. Now let 0 < u E L and 
choose a sequence 0 < u + u a.e., with each u simple 
and measurable. Then 0 < ux + ux 0 a.e. and so by the 
order continuity of II, 
fl(ux G ) = SUP fl(UnX) = S 1P IIU 0 = fluX 0 Cy 
as required. 
11.7 EXAMPLE. Taking II as in Example 10.10, then1j11l 10 
00 
is an isomorphism and the corresponding measure algebra 
isomorphism of the subsets of Wodd onto those of N\{1} 
is given by 
0({2n-3}) = 1n} 	(n = 2,3,...) 
The measure algebra isomorphism 0 induces a natural mapping 
say, between the sets of measurable functions on Q and 
E, given by 
IT 1XG = xoa 	(c € E) 	. 	 (7) 
This can be extended immediately to simple functions by 
linearity, but before extending the domain to all of 
we require the following lemma. 
11.8 LEMMA. Let {u} be a sequence of simple measurable 
functions such that u -' 0 a.e. on Q. Then lllUn ± 0 a.e. 
on C. 
Proof. First assume that each u is real-valued a.e. 
Then, as 0 < U1 -- 0 a.e. and u < UI , we have 
0 < u -' 0 a.e. Hence 
urn inf u = 0 = urn sup u 
	
(8) 
The sequence {sup U}k is decreasing pointwise a.e. 
n>k 
and from (8) has infimum zero a.e. Choose a sequence 
in E with XELp and 11(2) <co for each m. Fix 
c > 0: we can then apply Egoroff's theorem ((DS 1 ],IiI.6.12) 
to infer, for each m, the existence of a set 2 C 
with 	 < m- 1  E ' such that 
sup UXç2, +0 
n>k 	m 
in 
Let " = LI 2 1 . For 1 m 	r=1  r. 
and the sequence {c} 
c2;I) 	' m i 
SUP u Xn + 0 
n>k 
(uniformly as k 	co) 
< r < in, Q C Q C 	so " C r— r— in 	in- in 
is increasing; so 
< m 1 e and 
uniformly as k - co, since the convergence is uniform on 
for 1 < r < in. Fix m € N and extract a subsequence 
{n} of N such that for each j 
sup u + 
	< 2 	x-21 	. 	 ( 9) 
n>nj 	m 	m 
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Then, the l.h.s. of (9) is in L and 
+ 	 + 	-j sup 	11 (u x-2 t1) = 1I(sup 	u x-2 11) < 2 	11Xç2t . 	(10) 
nfl. 
n m 
	nnj m 	 m 
By lemma 9.4, if a 1 c a and X E 	thenCY 
= llXaXOa = flX al iXai 	' 
and it follows that if s is a simple measurable function 
with supp s a, then 
Es = rix auls  
For each n, let a = Q 11 fl supp u and let iP = llX ç • Then 
Oa O and, by lemma 9.4, 11x 0 = for each n. So, 
from (11) 
fl(u x Q n) = lt X a 1 1 1mn 	PXOa 111 U  + n 
M. 
and hence from (10), 
sup 	(IPx 	II u) 
n>nj Oa  1 n 
therefore, since 	> 0 a.e. and Oa C OQII 




urn sup (r[1u Xoa ) = 0 a. e. 
J 	fl •flj 	 n 
kte 
Now for eachk E N, there is a j € N such that n < k < n+1 




X0u < 2 	XOQM 
Thus lini sup fl 1 u = 0 a.e. for every m € N. 
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Now since 0 + Q and (Q 	) < n 1 e, clearly c + c 
and so by the continuity of 0 (Prop. 11.3), 02 + E. 
Hence in fact, 
urn sup ll 1 u =0 a.e. 
on £, and finally it follows that 
llm II1u n = 0 a.e. 
Likewise, u <IuI so 0 < u 	0 a. e. and similarly 
we obtain 
urn II 1 u = 0 a.e. 
so therefore 
urn 11 	 = urn II u - lim fi 	= 0 a.e. 
n 	in
u in 	n 
In general u = v  + iwn  where Vn? w  are real-valued; 
if u 	0 a.e., then Vn 	0 and . w - 0 a.e. Hence from 
the preceding part, rtivn - 0 and H1 	-'- 0 a.e. so 
finally, 
lumnlVn+hliWn+O a. e. 
Now let 0<fEM. Choose a sequence of non-negative 
functions SnI  each simple and measurable, satisfying 
0 < Sn 4' f a.e. Define 
il l 	= sup It s in
This definition of 11 1 f is independent of the particular 
choice of sequence {s}. Indeed if {t} is another 
sequence of simple measurable functions with 0 < t + f 
a.e., then for each n, Sn - t is also simple and 
s - t - 0 a.e. From the lemma therefore, 
(12) 
It i n 	i n s - It t = IT 1  (s - t n ) 	0 a. e. 
i.e. urn Illtn = urn It t  S n 
We now show that 11 1 f E M. For each p € N, let 
AP = {f > p} = V {s > p} € E. 
Since f € M111 f < oo a.e. so A 4- 0. By the continuity 
of 0 (Prop. 11.3), 0A + 0 in A. Now 
OA = 0 U {s > p} n 
= V e is > p} 
n 
= _) (II S > p} 
n 
= {1I 1 f > p} 
(by continuity of 0) 
(from (7)) 
(from (12)) 
Hence {rt 1 f =00 1 = (% U1 1 f > p} = (\ OA = 0. Thus 11 1 f < CO 
p 	 p p 
as required. 
It follows from (7) that for every simple function 
S € L, supp 11 1 s = supp Its. If f € L and we choose a 
sequence of simple functions f with 0 < n -F f a.e. 
then, 
supp II f= supp sup '1 	= U supp It f 1 	 n in 
= U supp rtf = supp Hf 
by the order continuity of R. Hence if f and g in L are 
disjoint, then I[ 1 f and It 1 g are disjoint. If f and g in 
are disjoint, choose simple functions n' g 
(n = 1,2,...) with 0 < f 4- f a.e. and 0 < g n 4- g a.e.; 
then for any m, n € N 
a. e. 
therefore 
11im A r[ 1 g = 0 a.e. 
Since supp II f = U supp II f , II f is certainly disjoint 
from each19 (n =1 , 2,...) and so since 
supp 11 1 g = U supp 1T1g, T1  f is disjoint from 11 1 9. 
Hence since H is clearly linear, it follows from 8.3 
(b) that fl1  is a lattice homomorphism of MPto M. 
11.9 	PROPOSITION. R is bijective and order continous. 
Proof. Cj 	flis one-one. Suppose 0 < U € 
{u} is any sequence of simple functions wi 
O < u + u a.e., II u > sup T[ 1 u and so u € - n 	 1 - n 	1 	 n 
each n. Letting y = supp u, and an  be the 
u on a or zero if a is null (n = 1,2,... 
ker 111•  If 
th 
ker 11 1  for 
infimum of 
), 
O - 111 (ctnxa) < II i n U = 0 
-  
hence, either a = 0 or xri =H1XUn= 0 a.e.; since 0 
is an isomorphism, we have in either case that a isn. 
E-null (n = 1,2,...) and since supp u =U a , it follows 
n 
that u = 0 a.e. 
(ii) 11 is onto. Let v € 	and v} be a sequence of 
simple functions with 0 < v 4- v a.e. Since 0 is bi-
jective, it follows from (7) that for each 6 E A, 
xo = JI 1XG for some a € E. By linearity, each simple v -  
measurable function is also in the range of ll,  so for 
each n, we can find a simple i-measurable function u  
with 111  = v; since U  is one-one, clearly 
0 < u 1 < u 2 < ... < u < ... . It is sufficient to 
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prove that u = sup u < 	a.e., for then u € M and 
llu= sup llu =supv =v 1 	 in 	. n 
Therefore suppose 6 € E and 6 C {u = °°}. By shrinking 6 
if necessary,we may assume that u 	uniformly on 6; 
furthermore, by extracting an appropriate subsequence 
of {u} we may also assume that 
UX6 > n 6 	(n = 1,2,...) 
However we then have 
V06 = u1: (U X6) > nil 1X6 = n<06 
and hence vx 06 > n 06 for every n, i.e. 06 c {v = oo}. 
It follows that v(06) = 0 and hence that ii(6) = 0. So 
u < a.e. as required. 
(iii) Suppose that fl 1  is not order continuous on M 11 . 
Then there exists a sequence {f} in M with f + 0 a.e. 
and a function 0 -7 6 g0 € M. such that 
4. g0 a.e. 
Let 6 = supp g0 € A and let 6.i  be some subset of 6 on 
which g0 is bounded away from zero, so that 
g x6 > 	1 a. e. 
say. Since ri 1  is a lattice isomorphism, so is 
hence for each n € N, 
f x 	) . 111(g0x61) . crIx6 1 n 1 
i.e. 	—1 	a (11 1 1 g0 )x -1 	a x 
0 0 0 	6 1 
But since f + 0 a.é., it follows that 11(O_ 1 6 1 ) = 0 and 
therefore that v(6 1 ) = 0. Hence in fact 
inf II f = 0 a. e. in 
and 11 is order continuous. 
11.10 The order continuous extension of U. 
As the mapping Tt 	M 11 + M V is in essence a lifting into 
M of the measure algebra isomorphism 8, it is becoming 
evident that the Riesz homomorphism 11 has a strongly 
geometric character. This is best illustrated in the 
case where 1 € L since then,with p0 = r[1,we obtain from 
equation (11) that 
Hs = (p0 rI 1 s 
whenever s is a simple function in L and since we can 
approximate any h € L by an increasing sequence of 
simple functions each in L, it follows by the order 
continuity of U and 11 1 that 	 . 
Ith = p0 11 1 h 
whenever h € L. Since pointwise multiplication by a 
measurable function is order continuous, the mapping 
fN-p0 11 1 f 	(fEMu) 
is an order continuous extension of H. Moreover since L 
is order dense in M, such an extension is necessarily 
unique. 
With this in mind, we 
no assumption is made 
sequence of mutually 
is 2, such that x 	€ cn 
by Theorem 11 .5, U E 
n 
pass to the more general case where 
about the norm of 1. Let 	be a 
Iisjoint elements of E, whose union 
Lp for each n. If C = °2n' then 
= E. Let.p. 1 = 	by Prop. 11.11, 
supp p. = E. - Let 	= sup p.: then the set {p = } is 
1 	1 	 1 	 0 
at most a countable union of v-null sets, hence is also 
null, so 	€ MV and 
uC 	E I supp 	= 	(P n =n n 
thus 	> 0 a.e. So now for .f € M., define 
lie  f= 
	
(13) 
Since both r1 1 and the multiplication M 0 are order con-
tinuous Riesz isomorphisms on M, so is 11e  Suppose 




 = (Po'1iX 
Cy=. P0X 	(PXØ 0 = flX 
in general, 
00 
liexcv= 11 e 	Xcrno 
CO 
i=1 	1 
an Q.  i=1 
= 0 	Xe(Gn) 
= 	
(PiXe(n) 
(by order continuity of 
(by disjointness of O(a fl 
= 	
lixano 
= 1T Xa 
By linearity we have that H e  s = Hs for simple functions 
s € L. If f € L + and the simple functions increase 
to f a.e., then 
llf= sup llf=supllf=rtf, e 	n en 	 n  
using, in turn, the order continuity of II and 	It 
follows that R as defined in (13), does indeed extend 
II and by the order density of L in M it does so 
uniquely. Note, finally, that 	= 11e1 and that 
Prop. 11.1' generalises further: 
11.11 LEMMA. If a E E and u E M 11 with supp u = a, 
then supp fleu = ea. 
The inverse map fl 	: LT -'- L is also a Riesz iso- 
morphism and hence has a unique order continuous 
extension 	: M V -* M11 . In fact, 
11.12 PROPOSITION. 	e = 
Proof. If g € L 1 , then ll 1 g = f only if g = 	= 
Hence 	= rr'1 ,i.a. rI 	is an extension of fl_i, e Lt. 	 e 
Suppose g n € M, (n = 1,2,...) and g 	0 a.e. Let 
= f € M11 and f0 = inf f. Then 
11 	=infflf =infg =0. eo en 	n 
By uniqueness therefore, ne1 is precisely 
Not surprisingly, the measure algebra isomorphism under-
lying ll 	and fl 	is precisely O. 
11.13 LEMMA. If a € Z and ea =6 € E, then 
supp He_  X6
= G. 
Proof. Let f € M with supp f = a; let g = 11e so that 
supp g = 5. Then by lemma 11.11, 
supp Re_ X = supp 	=supp f = a = Q15 
on H-WOM 
If we denote by (JI_ 1 ) 1 , the Rieszisomorphism of M. 
onto M11  , derived from O 	as was ii  from 0, then the 
preceding lemma may be equivalently restated as 
follows. 
11.13' LENMA. 	(fl u ) 	= 
Proof. Let cS = Oc € A. Then, by 11.13,. (1I1)1x = X0-16 , 
so 11 1 (r( 1 ) i x = rt l x a = X 6 and the result then follows 
easily. 
Define 	= 11- 1  1 (here 1 denotes X€).  Then for all 
gEMV , 
-1 	-1 g 
Our final observations in this section relate 	and 
and yield an alternative description of II and 11e  to the 
form given by (13). 
11.14 PROPOSITION. 
ll 1 •pO = P0 1 	v-a.e. 	; 	fl1(P = 
If f E M then 
Hef= (p0 11 1 f = fl 1 (fP0 1 ) . 
Proof. 
(a) Let a € E be arbitrary and let Oa = 6. Then, 
X = e 1 eXa = 1I e 	 0x 6 ) = 	0x016 = ( P00)x 
Now let 6 € A be arbitrary and let 0 1 6 = y. Then, 
X 6 = 	= 11e oXy ) = 11eo0y = (P01110)x6 
COMM 
The result follows easily. Note that at the third step 
of each sequence of equalities, we use the obvious 
extension of Lemma 9.4. 
(b) Using Lemma 11.13 1 , 
II f=r[ ( 	(fp0)) 	11eo11i1tio e 	e 0 
= 11e11e 	 = il l  (fp 1 ) 
Thus, from Prop. 11.14 (b), 
11e  can be composed, either 
as a multiplication (M) on Mv following a measure 
algebraic transformation 	or as a multiplication 
(M_1) on Mu followed by the (same) measure algebraic 
transformation. The net and composite actions of 
11e  on 
L are depicted in the following commutative diagram, 
where we define the Banach function norms A and K on Mu 
and MV respectively by 
f) = p(p0f) 	(f € Mu) 
-1 
K(g) = p(11 1 g) 	(g € M) 
so that L= { 1 h : h € L} and L ={Tt 1 h : h € L}. 
11=11 lleM ofi =11 0  eL 	 (p0 1 	1 	IL)-1 0 
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11.15 Remark. In the case where 0 and 6 are separable 
complete metric spaces and E and A are the a-algebras 
of their respective Borel subsets, then in fact the 
measure algebra 0 is derived from a pointwise iso-
morphism (non-uniquely of course) of the sets c?, C. 
This fact depends on a theorem given by P. Billingsley 
in [B]. 
11.16 Definition. Let II be 
onto LT and 11e  its extension 
unitary if they are isometri 
)t•II, where we admit +o as a 
ess sup norm by defining 
a Riesz isomorphism of L 
to M. We call 
with respect to the norm 
possible value for the 
=CO (f € M. LOO ( 1J )) 
and similarly in M. 
Note that if II is unitary,ll(L fl LCO 	= L T  fl LCO 
11.17 LEMMA. Let 11e  be a Riesz isomorphism of M onto 
M. The following statements are equivalent: 
11e  is unitary; 
H  maps characteristic functions to characteristic 
functions. 
Proof. We keep the notation 11e' 0 as earlier. 
(a) 	(b). Let a € E. By hypothesis, 0 < fleX! < 1 a. e. 
Let 6 = Oa = supp II e  X. and suppose there is asubset 6 1 
of 6 with 
. 	 (14) 
a.e., for some 0 < a < 1. Since H e  is onto, 
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(IT excdX61 =  'Tee for some f E M. Let a = supp f. By 
tmmo..11.11, 6 C = supp 11e = 6 c S. Hence, since 0 is 
a measure algebra isomorphism 
01 = 	E 	= a 
By Lemma 9.4 
il ex
al = (lle<a0 ai = (l•IeXcj)X.i = R e f 
Since H is one-o 
II1l e fll = IIfIJ = 1.But this contradicts (14). So in fa ct 
ReXa > 1 a.e. on e 
IT eXCF =  1X0a = X a.e. 
(b) 	(a). Let f 
hypothesis, r[exa 
0 < f < ax 0 a.e., 
its support and hence finally we hay 
11 eco < a 
a+bSuppose that HItefII = b < a. Let y = 	< f < a}. By 
definition of the norm 	y is a non-null set and we 
have 
a+b > bil x  ='b 11eX y 	e y 	
6  
But lle(X)<  H e f < b a.e. From this contradiction it 
follows that 
11 Ref = a = 11  IL 
as required. 
In the case where ItfIl = , a similar type of argument, 
considering the sets yM = {M < £ < M+11 (M € ) 
shows that 1)11 e ffl 
= Co. Thus the result follows. 
	
ne, f = 	a.e., so by hypothesis 
€ M 11 Li) and let a = SUpp f. By 
= X0 0  Let a = IIflJ; then 
so 0 < IIe  f < afix a  = axOa a.e. Hence - 	 -  
From the remarks following Prop. 11.14, we saw that the 
most general Riesz isomorphism of M.onto M is a 
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composition of a unitary isomorphism and a pointwise 
multiplication. 
Note 1. 11e  is purely unitary if and only if 11e1 = 1 a.e. 
Proof. If Itel = 1 a.e., then, by Lemma 9.4, for each 
a € E, 
11 ex CT= ( llel)Xa = xec  
So by Lemma 11.17, 11e  is unitary. 
Conversely if Tte  is unitary, then 11e1 = x 	for some 
C C. Let IS c CE' be A-measurable. By the charac-
terisation given in Lemma 11.17, 11 must also be 
unitary. Hence x6 = 11eXa for some a € E. However, since 
Xa < 1 a.e., X15 = "eXa 	1'e1 = X6 ,a.e., SO 6 
Thus 6 a null set and R 1 = X€ 
Note 2.. He  is a pure multiplication (in the case where 
(c, E) = (E, A.)) if and only if 
supp 11e  = supp f 	(f E M) 
Proof. If supp "er = supp f for every f E 	then for 
each a € E, Oa = a and 
= (11efl'Xa = oX a 
By linearity, Iles = .p0s for every simple function s, and 
by order continuity,1If = p0f for every f € 
Conversely suppose that He  = p0f (f € MTI) for some 
€ M. Since 11e  is a Riesz isomorphism we must have 
> 0 a.e.. and then clearly supp "er = supp f. 
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§ 12. The Associated Homomorphism. 
Let II be once again a Riesz komorphism of L onto LT, 
with kernel carried on A € E. It is an elementary exercise 
in lattice theory to show that the adjoint of any sur- 
jective lattice homomorphism of a lattice L is also a 
lattice homomorphism, when L* is endowed with the usual 
algebraic dual lattice structure (namely, that whereby 
F is in the positive cone of L* if <f, F> > 0 for every 
f € L+). Moreover this adjoint is always an order 
continuous mapping. 
When we identify with the Banach function space L,, 
that subspace of L which consists of the order 
continuous linear f.unctionals on LT,  the restriction of 
11* to this subspace is then a Riesz homomorphism on L,. 
The question then poses itself naturally of what 
conditions enable us to apply to this homomorphism some 
of the results developed so far. The first two lemmas 
of this section give an answer to this question. 
12.1 LEMMA. If H € L and rt*H € L, then H € L4, 
i.e. 
fl*(L*) fl L' c IT* (L") 
T 	p - 	T 
Proof. Suppose 0 < f = fl*H € L and the sequence {v} 
in LT satisfies v 1 > V 2 > ... + 0 a.e. By Lemma 9.3, we 
can find a decreasing sequence {u} in L with 
ilUn =V (n = 1,2,...). We may assume without loss that 
inf u = 0 a.e. (for if 0 < u < u (n = 1,2,...), then 
- 0— n 
flu o 	n < flu 	(n = 1,2,...); hence fl u0 	 fl  < inf flu = 0, i.e. — 	 —  
la 
0 
€ ker II; so replace each u if necessary by 
U - inf u ). Then, since £ € L' , £ is an order n 	r 	t 	 p 
continuous linear functional on L 1 so 
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H> = <nun , H> = <u s , JJ*H> = <un , f> 	0 
showing that H € L. 
12.2 LEMMA. 11(L) 	L 	if and only if II is order 
continuous. 
Proof. Suppose first that II is order continuous and 
let 0 < v € L. Let the sequence {f} in L satisfy 
> f 2 > ... + 0 a.e. Then {Itf} is decreasing in LT 
and inf lif= r[(inf f ) = 0, so, since v is an order 
n 	n 	n 
continuous linear functional, 
inf <n  fl*v> = inf <llfni V> = 
and hence ll*v € Lt 
P 
Suppose now that II is not order continuous: then we 
can find h € L and a sequence {h n } satisfying 
0 < h + h a.e. but Rh 	sup flh 
So cS = supp(llh - sup 11h 1) is non-null, and choosing 
some 0 < v € L whose support is non-trivial and 
contained in 5, we have, 
<flh - sup Rh , v> = I (flh - sup Rh )v dp > 0 n 	n 	6 	n 	n 
So <h, r[*v> = < llh, v> > sup <llh 	v> = sup <h , fl*v>. 
Hence ll*v is not order continuous,i.e. ll*v 
It follows by these two lemmas that if II : L * LT is 
order continuous, then fl : L* - L* satisfies 
IT* (L T- ) = L' 	T1* (L*) T 	p T 
and so II = H*ILI is an order continuous Riesz 
homomorphism of L ' 	L. We can make this more 
precise: 
12.3 LEMMA. If 11 : L 	LT  is order continuous, then 
11(L) = xc2 \AL. 
Proof. Let 0 < v € L' : from Lemma 12.2, liv E L'. For T 
any f € L 1  <f, (fiv)XA> = <fxAl fl*v> = <fl(fxA), v> = 0 1  
by Cor. 10.2. Hence (iiv)xA = 0 a.e., so 
Conversely, let 0 < g = 	€ L. Define H € L by 
<v, H> = f (11v)g  dii 	(v € LT) 
where Ilv is the fundamental inverse of v introduced 
in Lemma 10.3,i.e. ltc1v 
= 	SA for any w such that 
11w = v. Since the mapping is - positive, linear and 
bounded (by (3)), H is a bounded positive linear 
functional and 
lIE: It < Il11cH p' (g) < c - 
 1 P, (g) 
Furthermore, if v 1 > v2 > ... + 0 (v € LT; i = 1,2,...), 
then the sequence {ltiv} also decreases to zero a.e. 
Hence, since g € L, 
<V 1 1 H> = f (11'v)g  dii ~ 0 
as i + . So H is order continuous and may therefore be 
identified with some element h € L such that 
-1 p p' (h) < c 1 p' (g). Finally, for any u € L 1 
Ku, flh) = <11u, H> = <11111u, g> = <UX \A , g> = <u, g> 
since g 
= 9XQ, A . Hence g = ufh and so II maps L IT onto 
X\ALp. 
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12.4 PROPOSITION. For any g E L,, 
c 1 T' (g) < p' (fig) < C 2 T' (g) 
where c 1 , c 2 are the constants of (1). 
Proof. For any G € L, 
= sup fl<f, fl*G> : p(f) < i} 
= sup {1<11f 1 G>I : p(f) •. i} 
< sup {T(lIf) IIGII : p(f) < 11 
< C2 IIG!I 
where 1111 is used to denote the Banach dual norm both 
in L and in L. So when G is some g € L4, 
P' (fig) = IlrI*G!J < c 2 IIGII = C 2 T' (g) . Also, if 0 < gE L, 
then there exists a sequence {f} in L 1 such that 
T(f) < 1 and 
g> = 	fn  g.dv 1' -c' (g) 
as n - 	. Let h  = 11 c n' so that h = hflX\A (n=1,2,...). 
Then from (2 ), p (ha ) = inf {P(h) : Rh = f}; so 
Cip(hn) < t(f) < 1, i.e. p(h) < c 	for each n, and 
(ha , rig> = <flhn i g> = <f 	g> + T , ( g) 
Hence, sup <h, fig> : p() < 11 > c 1 T'(g), i.e. as 
required, 
P , (ftg) > c 1 T' (g) 
Since II is onto, clearly fi is one-one, so II is a Riesz 
isomorphism of L' 
T 
to x c2 A p L'. Now the latter is a 
Banach function space in its own right: if we redefine 
i(A) to be zero, and p' to be based on the accordingly 
modified measure space, then the restricted p' is a 
saturated norm. 
The results of § 11 can now be applied to deduce that 
ii has a unique order continuous extension e'  which is 
a Riesz isomorphism of M. onto X\AMM.  Let 0 denote the 
underlying measure algebra isomorphism of A onto 
{a"-A : a € E}, and let Co = 11e' (here 1 denotes 
XE): then supp 	= c2\A and for each 6 € A, 
= 
An order continuous mapping 11 1 of M. onto x\AM  arises 
naturally from 6, as did rt 1 from e in § 11, and we can 
write 
ileg = o 111 	(g € MV ) 
Our final result describes, albeit implicitly, the 
structural connection between II and fi. To,it 114 Gv'd 0 Le 
kQfj1(Q& 	(a1 i, SA/l) {cw 	t,—, 	O(f)Lk cowp0€ek 	 o4 
12.5 THEOREM. Let 0 < f € M, and let a, y € Z and 
6 € A satisfy Oa = 6 and 66 = -y. Then, 
f Eof dii = f p0 11 1 f dv = f E 0 ll 1  (TI 1 f)d 	. 	(15) 
CY 	 6 	 y 
In particular, with f = 1 a.e., we obtain 
o dii = 	dv 
= 	O 
di . 	 (16) 
Proof. We prove (16) for simplicity, but (15) follows 
very similarly. Suppose first that X € L. Choose a 
sequence E + E with X€n € L for each n. Then 
llXCn € L', so (IIX€)Xa € L(p) for n = 1,2,..., and by 
the Monotone Convergence Theorem (MCT), 
I 11X. dp + f SU  11 X 	dii = 	11 dp . 	(17) 
G 	n 	a n €fl 	a e  
Hence, 
dp =sup f rIx 	dp 	(from (17)) 
= sup <x 	ffx > a 
= SP < 11X y ' X... > 
= sup 	oXOa dv n In 
= I 	dv . 	 (by MCT.) 
More generally, for a € E, we can find a sequence a + a 
with Xa € L for each n, and so, by two further 
applications of MCT, 
f 0dp= sup f 0dii = sup f p0dv 
a 	 a 	 Oa 
= 	f p,dv= f p0dv 
U Oa 	Oa 
n 
The second equality in (16) is obtained analogously. 
Note. The equations (15) will hold for any f € 
11 
provided that at least one of f 0f4dp and f 0fdp is 
G 	 a 
finite, and indeed they hold for any f C Mii, provided 
always that the integrals in (15) do exist. 
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§ 13. Applications. 
13.1 EXAMPLE. Consider the case where p and r are both 
based on the same measure space (ca, E, ji) and where IT is 
a Riesz isomorphism of L onto L T such that the under-
lying measure algebra isomorphism 0 fixes E, i.e. ea = a 
for every a € E. Then the action of It and of its 
extension "e  on M is a pure multiplication, i.e. 
lie  f = ,p0 Tt 1 f = p0f 	(f € M) 
As usual we let 	= 11e' 	= 111 and it follows from 
Prop. 11.14 (a), since 11 1 f = f for every f € M., that 
(Po= )1 a.e. 
Denote by r the associated isomorphism ii of L' onto Lt, 
and let E0= leL  We shall show that 
 = (PO 	a.e., and 
 for each a € E, Ga = a so that for each f € Mpr 
e f= 0  f=p 0  f=II e  f 11 
i.e. 11e = 
Proof. 
(a) Let a € E with Xa € L and let f € L. Then 
I[(fX) = (ht) X0a = oXa and 
f (Po  f d < T((p Of) T'(X) 
G 
Let Q + 0 in E with x 	€ L'T  (n =1,2,...). Then 
£ (p0f di = I 
a 	 Q 
=sup f ll(fX)dlJ 	(by MCT) 
n On 	
a  
= 5P <ll(fX), XQ> 
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= sup <fx i nx ç2 > 
= sup J (nx, )f di 
a 
= 	 dii 	(by MCT and def.of 
= f 0f dii 
Since -r' is a saturated norm, it follows that 	
= 
a.e. on Q. 
(b) Now let a € Z with x € L fl L' fl L' so that, in a 	p 	p 	T 
particular, p(a) < P ( X a )P'(X a ) < , and let Oa = y. By 
the Exhaustion Theorem ([ Z ], 67 .3), choose a sequence 
O n  t 0 in E such that x 	€ LtT  and 0 1 XQn € L p  for each n; 
then 
f -12 dii 
= 	11 	
1 e oXaa dii 
= f sup 11o1Xancz)Xo dii 
= sup I 11 PXanc)Xa  dii 
= sup 	(Po1Xanc(flXa)dii 
= sup I (Po 1 X a nc2 	oX.r dii 
= 1 1 dii 
an y 
= i(o fl y) 
Hence a = y. On the other hand, 
= S P0 '(P0X dii 
= 1 o 1 ea 
(by def. of 
(by MCT) 
(from (a)) 
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= I P 	Sup fl(Xanc2)dl.1 
= sup I (P; 1 	 )dp 	 (by MCT) 
= SUj' SUp 5 (P01XQ 	(XanOn n m 
= sup I 	n ((p; 1 Xc1m )dl.1 n,m anon  
=SUP I 	Xç2 dp 
n,m 	m 
= sup ji(a fl c2 	c2 fl n m n,m 
= i-t(a) 
Hence a = y, and so 5a = a whenever X € L II L fl L; 
since each of Pi p', T' is a saturated norm, it follows 
that Oc = a for every a € E. Hence 
= (p0f = rif 
and 	Tie f = (p0f = 
for 	f EL fl L' 
P 	T 
for all 	f E M11  
We now return briefly to Theorem 6.2 as promised. 
13.2. Let E(•), F(•) be spectral measures on the Banach 
spaces X, Z respectively, such that for some elements x 0 
of X and z 0 of Z, 
X = ITi {E(a)x0 : a € } 
and 	Z =IIi {F(6)z 0 : 6 € A} 
where E(•), F() are of class (E, X*),  (A, Y*)  respec-
tively. From the Representation Theorem (Chapter II) we 
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know there exist saturated function norms p and T, based 
on finite measure spaces (c2, Z, i) and (€, A, v) say, 
where 
	
1 € La fl Lt 	and 	16 E La  fl L P 	p -r 
and such that X and Z may be identified isomorphically 
with the ideals La  and L respectively. From this 
identification, each of X and Z inherits a Riesz space 
structure. 
Suppose X is Riesz isomorphic to Z*. 
• . 	., I. 
	L a 
( 
Define p 1 (f) = 
	if 
I. 	otherwise 
Then p 1 is also a saturated norm based on (c2, E, p), 
L 1 = L 1 = L and 1 € L 1 fl LA 1 . (Note that since the 
carrier of L is ç - i.e. L is order dense in L - 
then 	= p' (see 2.4)). Since 1 € L, (L)* = L 
I
and 
hence our hypothesis is' equivalent to the hypothesis: 
L 1 is Riesz isomorphic to L4. Letting II : L 1 -LI 
denote this isomorphism, then from the results of § 11 
there exist a positive function p0 € L' and a measure 
algebra isomorphism 0 of E onto A such that 
111 0 = 
and 
II  Cy = Poxoa 	(c € Z) 
Since p 1 is an absolutely continuous norm, it follows 
from Lemma 9.6 that L' = La s , and since -r' has the 
Fatou property, then by Theorem 5.1, L' is weakly 
sequentially complete. By the isomorphism, L 1 is also 
weakly sequentially complete and therefore, again by 
Theorem 5.1, p1 has the Fatou property. This implies 
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that whenever u € L 1 u € L (n = 1,2,...) and 
0 < u + u a.e., then 
p 1 (u) = sup p1 (u  n) = sup p (u  n) <. p (u) < 
- 
	
i.e. u € L 1 = 	hence L is order closed. So in fact, 
since its carrier is ç, L = L and p 1 = p. Thus, p has 
the FatOI.t property. Now observe that letting ae denote 
Riesz isomorphism, 
L = La 	Z* 	(La)* = L'= La, 
P 	p T 	T 	T 
so L = (L)* 	(L,)* = L = LT. Since II is an iso- 
morphism of L onto L., then TI = 	,, is an isomorphism 
P 	 LT 	 a of L" LT onto L, and ILa is an isomorphism of L 
onto La,.  Since La is order dense in L it follows that 
P 	 T 	 T 
L, is order dense in L, i.e. that the carrier of 
is c. 
It is an easy exercise to verify that the hypothesis of 
Riesz isomorphism between X and Z* is equivalent to the 
hypothesis of Theorem 6.2, viz, that provided we identify 
X with L as above from the outset, then the adjoints of 
projections F(5) (tS € A) on Z should correspond, under 
the given isomorphism of X and Z*, to the natural 
multiplication operators on L. Hence in 13.2 above, we 
have an alternative proof of the forward implication of 
Theorem 6.2. 
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